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SUMMARY

Military logistics systems are large, complex, and expensive to operate.
Effective management of these systems involves many difficult decisions.
The effective use of microcomputers offers potential for more efficient
and less costly logistics management in the future. In this exploratory
research project the key objectives and functions of the logistics mana-
gement are reviewed and the potential for utilizing microcomputers to
support the decision making process assessed.

In the past, most of the logistics research has concentrated towards
developing new logistics models and more powerful algorithms to solve

"- them. In majority of cases, these investigations have addressed problems
at a very detailed level, such as facility location, transportation vehicle
routing, inventory control, etc. These techniques have been implemented

S(on large mainframes and have become an important tool in the logistics
management process. Unfortunately, these tools are highly specialized
and not readily available to the operations research analyst.

This study addresses the logistics problems from a logistics system
viewpoint and is concerned with the conceptual development of an
interactive, microcomputer based Logistics Work Station (LWS) to support
operations research analysts and logistics system operations personnel.

Section I provides an overview of the project and describes its key areas CZ--

of investigation.

Section II presents the main technical objectives: identification of
of practical problem partitioning and decomposition techniques; development e 4.
of solution control techniques; establishment of logistics problem
description, data base and user interface requirements; selection and
evaluation of promising OR (Operations Research) algorithms; and selection

*and demonstration of how these techniques would be applied to a practical
logistics problem.

- Section III contains a detailed technical discussions of the specific
topics investigated during the course of this study. This section is

* divided into 7 subsections each covering an important logistics topic.

Subsection I describes the military logistics environment, logistics
measures, and the logistics management objectives. Specific topics covered
include material acquisition, distribution and management process, warehouse
location, transportation, and scheduling.

Subsection 2 covers the algorithm selection process and describes how the
applications problem was used as a starting point. The selected algorithms
covered a wide variety of applications and included most of the commonly
used techniques. The selected algorithms were chosen from those available
in the open literature, well researched, and usually validated by a number
of researchers.
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Subsection 3 discusses conceptual design of a Logistics Work Station. This
discussion covers the proposed architecture, functionality, and an appli-
cation example illustrating multiple workstation environment.

ILA One of the problems hindering an orderly approach to the logistics problem %
solution is the inability to describe a logistics problem in a formal manner.
In subsection 4 Logistics Description Language is proposed as a solution
to this problem.

Subsection 5 covers the unique logistics data base requirements. Specific
requirements, such as the ability to handle large amount of data and to
support a dynamic environment are discussed in detail.

* The acceptance of any computer aided support system depends on its user
-- interface. Subsection 6 covers this very important area and presents very

detailed requirements. Use of separate dialog modules is proposed as a
- solution to support a wide range of system users.

Subsection 7 covers solution control. Concepts of large problem decom-
* position and partition are discussed and specific computer aided techniques

needed to support these tasks explained. An approach based on using data
flow concept is proposed and its potential use in the solution control
process illustrated.

" Finally, subsection 8 covers a specific applications example based on a
cargo ship loading situation. The specific logistics functions are identified
and algorithms capable of providing support identified.

The next section, IV, presents the conclusions reached at the end of this
study. It is concluded that key OR oriented algorithms can be relatively
easily implemented on microcomputer based systems. The individual algorithm
code modules, when implemented in a higher order language, were compact
in size, permitting coresidency of several modules in memory. The processing
speed for problems of moderate size was not prohibitive. The solution accu-
racy using floating point processor was as good or better than those of
mainframes. The proposed solution control algorithms and their use in the

" solution process appears feasible. The data base is complex, but is highly
.'. modular and adaptable to a dynamic environment. .•

It is recommended that the entire logistics environment should be reviewed
to identify potential applications of microcomputers. Algorithms needed
to solve the specific problems identified should be selected, optimized for
use in microcomputer environment, and programmed in a higher level computer
language. It is further recommended that the Logistics Description Language
design effort be continued, the Logistics Data Base concept extended, and
the data flow based solution control approach fully implemented. Finally,
it is recommended that all of the concepts presented above be incorporated

.* in a Logistics Work Station prototype.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The implementation of logistics software on a general purpose micro-
computer poses some unique problems. These include the diversity of solu-
tion techniques, a large variety of application programs, and a high level
of interaction among the various functional areas involved in the logistics
operations. All of these factors are important and will be considered in
detail to arrive at efficient and practical solutions of the logistics
problems.

1. LOGISTICS ENVIRONMENT

The overall logistics system is shown in a highly simplified form "-:
. in Figure 1 where the first three major blocks (WHAT, WHERE, WHEN)

represent the input to the system and the fourth (HOW) deals with the
decision-making process. It is in this latter area where the application of
microcomputers will play a major role. This is not to say that computers
will not play a major role in other areas where they could easily provide
an efficient data transfer needed for the problem definition. In this study,

, however, primary emphasis will be placed on the 'HOW' problem:
b; the efficient solution of logistics problems using the Logistics Work Station

concept.

Typical logistics tasks include resource allocation, assignment, schedu-
ling, routing, selection of carrier, placement, and layout. On the other
hand, solution techniques include linear and integer programming, maximum
flow, shortest path, packing, covering, and others. Examining the mapping
associated with the shiploading problems revealed that in most cases there
was a one-to-many mapping from the logistics tasks to the applicable solution

" algorithms. Attempt will be made to represent this mapping in a decision
table format to aid the analyst in the selection process. In the Phase II
effort, this support could be further extended by employing the emerging

*l techniques of knowledge engineering.

2. OPERATIONS RESEARCH TECHNIQUE SELECTION

. An iinportant question that had to be answered at the beginning dealt
with the selection of specific operations research techniques needed by the
analyst in the Logistics Tool Kit (LTK). There was no single unique set
that could be selected because of the lack of one-to-one mapping between the
logistics tasks and the operations research solution algorithms. To solve
this problem, a number of iterations were performed. First, typical logistics
tasks associated with the shiploading problem were selected and classified,
and then appropriate algorithms were sought. Next, another iteration was
performed by examining the available solution procedures and then trying to
determine where in the logistics process they would be applicable.

To solve the logistics problems associated with the shiploading process
will require a number of iterations, possibly with different algorithms.
This process will require not only a highly flexible data input interface,
but also the capability to store intermediate results and to transfer them to

• ° , °. .o
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the next selected procedure. By automating the solution data handling, the
need for reentering data will be eliminated and the time needed for each
iteration reduced.

Since the logistics operations cover a wide spectrum, a starting point
had to be selected which would not only define a practical application, but
would also provide the opportunity to apply a large variety of the operations
analysis algorithms. The shiploading problem provided such starting basis.
In this study, this problem will form the nucleus around which the techniques
will be developed. At the same time, the techniques selected for the system
configuration will make provisions for future extensions.

3. LOGISTICS WORK STATION

The Logistics Work Station concept is illustrated in Figure 2, where the
major functional blocks are identified. The block marked Control Subsystem

. provides the interface to the user. It supports data entry, solution method
- selection, solution control, and presentation of results.

Data Base contains the problem specification data: variables and con-
straints. This data base will be designed to be dynamic and extensible.
This approach will be necessary because most of the information will be of
a transient nature and in a format needed for data transfer to the solution

" modules.

The Method Bank contains all of the solution procedures available to the
analyst. In this area, an open architecture will be selected to permit
easy addition of new solution techniques and modification of the existing
ones.

The Model Bank holds the simulation techniques needed for investigation
of different operational concepts. In the initial version, a queue simulator
will be included to permit the investigation of congestion in loading areas

* and for other similar problems.

The development of the Logistics Work Station thus involves the definition
". of what specifically must be included in each of the major blocks. Since
" the Data Base will have to support both the Procedure and Model subsystems,

its content will be dictated by the needs of these systems. In turn, the
Control Subsystem will be required to control the other blocks in the system.
Thus, there will be a hierarchical relationship on one hand, but also a certain
amount of distributed communications.

The Work Station concept has been very popular in the design engineering
applications, where it now plays a major role. Most of the design automation
tools, originally residing on mainframes, have been transferred first to

* special purpose minicomputers, later to special purpose high-performance
• .microcomputers and more recently to general purpose personal computers with

graphics support. Many of the techniques found valuable in the design of the
Engineering Work Station will be equally applicable in the design of the
of the Logistics Work Station; this transfer of technology will speed the
development of the proposed system.

3
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Pascal was selected as the official programming language for the project.
This language permits the utilization of structured techniques, and also
supports those features needed for effective data structure development. It
will also permit easier procedure tran:fer to the off'cial DoD programming
language when efficient versions become available oti microcomputers.

4. APPLICATION OF THE LOGISTICS WORK STATION

The initial attempt at representing the Logistics Work Station in more
detail is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows the major activities in
three separate operation areas: depot(warehouse), transfer, and cargo ship.
Usually these operations will be performed by different crews directed by
their own schedulers. It is apparent, in order to improve efficiency, that
good coordination of the tasks will be necessary. This coordination could
be provided in a hierarchical fashion by the Master Control and supplemented
by distributed communications links between the performing groups.

The breakdown shown in Figure 4 details two major procedure blocks: .--
Scheduler and Loader. Each one of these will contain a number of procedures, .

.. possibly modified for the specialized applications. The details of these
procedures will be discussed in Section III of this report.

The orderly solution of the logistics problems will require some new
ground breaking in this area. Due to time limitations only a general
outline of the needed capabilities will be included in the Phase 1 effort.

5. SOLVING LARGE PROBLEMS

In the past, most of the logistics and OR research has focused on the
-.- development of specific algorithms. In a few cases decomposition techniques ..-. *

were investigated as part of a specific algorithm development. The more
general problem of how to decompose a more complex logistics problem involving
a number of different algorithms has received very little attention, although
the problem has been identified and discussed previously.

In the past these complex problems were handled by a manual decomposition:
the larger problem was partitioned into a number of subtasks and these were

" then assigned to different teams for detailed solution. When the complex
problem is examined in more detail, however, it is apparent that subdivision
of this type will not result in an optimum solution because of the interaction of

- the individual parts.

The proposed approach still relies on partitioning, but the partitioning
is done by considering the effects of interaction. Computer techniques will
be proposed not only to identify the interacting variables, but also to
keep track of the computed variables during the solution process and to
control the iterative solution process.

The techniques investigated are not necessarily new, but many of them have
" never been applied to the solution of logistics and OR problems. For example,

data flow analysis, discussed in the technical part of this report, is a
familiar tool in computer language design. By recognizing the similarity of
the problems, a great number of valuable algorithms available in other

.. %
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disciplines can be adapted to the solution of logistics problems.

During the investigation, it was also found that some of the techniques
developed for manual partition were ill-suited for computerization. The mainreasons were that too much emphasis was placed on the human capability of _

being able to recognize certain patterns and being able to switch between
different techniques. Although the area of pattern recognition has received
much attention, it has not reached the developmental stage where it could be
applied in a routine manner to the problem solution. Fortunately, in every
case investigated, better and more efficient algorithms were found capable
of solving the same problems. It is interesting to note that these algorithms
suitable for computer solution would be rather difficult for humans to apply.

Thus, there are really two distinct areas in the algorithm development:
solution control and specific algorithm development. Each one will have to
be analyzed in detail and the best computer implementation selected. Blind
conversion of the existing manual techniques to computer solution will not
always be successful. This observation appears to be well recognized by
aeronautical engineers in that they have not yet designed a practical aircraft
resembling a real bird in flight.

6. DATA FLOW CONTROL CONCEPT

" A search of the applicable computing literature revealed that the data flow
concept is used in different contexts and has many different interpretations.
The particular data flow concept selected for this application is the one used
in the compiler-code-optimization process and has a very formal mathematical
basis. Some of the other data flow methods are more of a descriptive nature,
and are used to illustrate data base management and data flow in a complex

* organization environment. The commonly used Information Modeling process falls
• "in this classification.

There is a great need for a formal language suitable for the logistics problem
*I definition. After a thorough literature search of the applicable logistics

publications, no references were found. This can be explained by examination
of previous efforts which focused on the solution of well defined and and very
specific logistics problems. Since these detailed problems did not usually
consider interaction with the rest of the system, there was no need to
consider the overall logistics process or to develop a general formal system
description.

7. LOGISTICS DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE

" To improve communications efficiency, standards will be needed to define
the key logistics operations. There is already an effort underway to im-
prove some parts of military logistics. This effort, known as the Computer-
Aided Logistics Support (CALS), is a joint DoD Industry project, initiated in

" June 1984. At the present time, this effort includes only parts of logistics
activities; namely, those where already there are existing standards, i.e.
word processors, graphics, and product definition. Unfortunately, almost
every standards effort that has been undertaken has been of the bottom-up
type, requiring continuous iterations and modifications. Looking back at* Figure 1, the CALS effort represents only a portion of the 'WHAT' block.

0.j
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The remaining part of this block, and the other blocks shown in this figure,
have not yet been considered for standardization. p '

The initial effort of trying to define a Logistics Description Language
capable of describing the larger logistics system environment revealed some
rather interesting problems. First, the logistics environment is very complex
and involves a high degree of interaction. The key elements are those of the
available resources (personnel and moving equipment), material to be moved,
and the actual movement. Second, the logistics environment is very context-
sensitive; there is a large amount of background information needed to specify
any particular problem. Fortunately, this background information is usually
of a static nature and is relatively well defined.

Because of the complexity of the logistics environment and the context sensi-
tivy of the descriptions, the logistics description language development will
be a complex and difficult process. Nevertheless, without the formal problem
description basis, an orderly and efficient solution of logistics problems will
not be feasible. These issues are discussed in more depth in the technical
discussion section.

t .! 8. USER INTERFACE

Since the proposed approach will involve a large variety of different
solution techniques and will draw upon an extremely large and complex
data base, the acceptance of the proposed concept will depend to a large
extent on the ease of the system operation. .. . -

The design of the user interface will be one of the more difficult and, at
the same time, more challenging tasks. Although there is much talk about how
the interactive systems should behave, there are very few generally accepted
procedures for the interface design. The guidelines proposed in the technical
section have been adapted from a number of sources and modifications proposed

. to meet the specific logistics requirements. (See References 1 - 7.)

The proposed interface design is based again on using the partition and de-
composition principle. The dialog section is separated from the solution
modules and is then further decomposed hierachically. Proceeding in this
manner leads to a more flexible system that is also easier to maintain.

.. A specific example of the dialog design is illustrated in Appendix B. This
-. example is based on a real application where the proposed approach resulted

in major cost savings and performance improvements.

9. DATA BASE DESIGN

The data base design also poses some challenging problems. Limited storage
capabilities and slower processing speed of the microcomputers require
the software techniques to compensate for these shortcomings. The data
storage formats and file structures are areas where major improvements are
possible. These in addition to the Tree oriented data retrieval techniques
will permit the proposed system to achieve reasonable operator response.

. Partition and hierarchical decomposition together with data abstraction form

92
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1. , the major tools proposed for the logistics data base design. To meet the
'" dynamic data restructuring requirements, a relational data base concept is

proposed.

PDynamic data base structures are already finding applications in interactive
graphics and Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuit design areas. A recent
background discussion is available in Reference 8. The commercially
available data bases are compared in Reference 9. The more theoretical
aspects of the relational data base is presented in Reference 10.

10. APPLICATIONS EXAMPLE

The specific applications example considers the shiploading problem in its ,

widest context and covers the movement of the requisitioned material from
a depot to the cargo bay area in a ship.

The representation of this complete environment as a dependency graph is
one of the key objectives of this specific task. This dependency graph will
be used as a formal definition of the logistics problem and will form the
road map for the automated solution of the various subproblems.

To lay the groundwork for the formal representation, the logistics functions
involved in this process are considered in detail using a bottom-up approach.
This particular approach was taken because it is the most familiar to ope-
ration research analysts. Later, a simpler top-down approach will be
presented, as well as an approach for determining the dependency graph.

Since the proposed approach involves the use of almost all of the known OR
techniques and requires the use of a complex data base, emphasis is also
placed on discussing the potential aplications and on the definition of an
initial data base.

The shiploading problem is divided into six major functions: supply depot
selection, container selection and packing, container loading, transporta-
tion, container unloading, and cargo loading on the ship. Each of these
functional areas is examined in detail, the tasks associated with the corres-
ponding work centers are identified, and the use of the OR algorithms out-
lined. This information is then presented as a system level functional depen-
dency matrix.

Detailed design of the data base is presented with particular emphasis on
the support of the dynamic data base elements. The initial data base design
includes a complete set of data elements to support the full shiploading
process as defined above. There are data elements to fully describe the ma-
terial requisition, logistics task structure, available personnel and equip-
ment resources, packaging hierarchy, and the physical warehouse and ship

. structures.

F, 10
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II. TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of this program was to conduct research on imple-
mentation problems of logistics software on microcomputers. Special
attention was placed on decomposition and partitioning of complex problems
and on operator interface specifications. The selected techniques were
then examined in more detail in a shiploading environment. Due to time
limitations, this specific applications example was constrained to the

. movement of supplies from a single depot to a single cargo ship.

- The principal objective stated above was used to establish a series of
- specific subobjectives:

*. 1. Identification of practical decomposition techniques to partition the ...
large and complex logistics problem into modules or subproblems, and
the establishment of the hierarchical structure of the problem.

2. Identification of techniques applicable for solving each of the sub-
problems created by the partitioning process. _

3. Identification of a control structure needed to control the solution
of the subproblems and the linking mechanism needed to construct
the final solution.

4. Identification of practical techniques for the aggregation and dis-
aggregation of information through the various hierarchical levels.

5. Identification of techniques for handling large and dynamic logistics
data bases needed to support the problem solution.

*6. Identification of the need for a logistics description language needed
for logistics problem structure definition and for specifying the
desired solution type.

7. Identification of techniques needed for data presentation and processing.

8. Evaluation of the expected performance of the proposed approach,
considering the effects of suboptimization introduced by the decompo-
sition and partitioning process.

" 9. Demonstration of the concept feasibility by selecting an applications
problem from the Navy logistics area and discussing how the proposed
techniques would be applied to its solution.

:-i ..
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1' III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

1. LOGISTICS ENVIRONMENT

A military logistics system encompasses requirements definition, acquisition,
storage and loading of material, and the movement of personnel and material
to overseas theaters. Many of these operations involve a single-manager
activities (material and transportation managers) which support all of the
Military Services.

In the military environment, logistics is managed as an integrated system.
The integrated logistics management concept distinguishes four major
functional categories: management, systems, operations, and coordination
as shown in Figure 5. The key logistics elements are: facility location,
transportation, inventory, communication, and handling and storage.

" Logistics costs are very high in both military and commercial sectors.
It is estimated that the logistics components account for 25 to 30% of the
cost of the product, and that system support costs often exceed the original
procurement costs by a considerable margin. According to government
statistics, in 1980 14% of the total U.S. labor force were involved in
logistics or logistics related activities. Recent military sponsored
research analyses indicate even higher percentages of personnel
assigned to logistics functions. One such research study reports that 78%
of the shore-based and 58% of the sea-based U.S. Navy personnel were assigned
to logistics functions [11-121.

To obtain the required military readiness within a limited budget or to
remain competitive in the commercial market, it is important to identify and
to reduce the logistics costs.

The overall objective is to minimize the life cycle cost of a system. The
" applicable constraints include readiness and sustainability, operational

availability, technological feasibility, operational and logistic scenario,
manpower/skill availability, order and ship times, etc.

Logistics system capability is measured in terms of readiness and sustain-
- ability. In logistics, readiness is the peacetime ability to support the

force structure; sustainability is the ability to continue that support
at combat rates during military engagements.

Logistics system capability assessment is based on two key questions:

What are the material requirements and can they be met?
Can the material be positioned or moved to where it will be needed?

The logistics system manager is thus faced with the definition of the
proposed system structure and also the evaluation of the operational
aspects of the proposed system. To accomplish his task, he must use the
available systems analysis and operations research tools as illustrated
in Figure 6. System analysis tools help the manager to select the best
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feasible system structure; operations research tools help him to select
. the best operational procedures to achieve the given mission requirements.

Although each service is responsible for determining and funding its material
requirements, there is also a need to evaluate these requirements on a more
global level. Defense system acquisitions require achievement of the best
balance between cost, schedule, performance, and supportability. Thus,
a number of analyses will be required at the different operational levels
to achieve the specified overall requirements.

Unfortunately, much of the currently available information is not complete
enough for these assessments, either because of insufficient or incompatible
data, or lack of proper analysis tools. Only b establishing logistics
data standards, reporting requirements, and by providing the proper analysis
tools can we hope that the logistics capability evaluation models will
become feasible.

A general system optimization process is illustrated in Figure 7. In this
*. diagram, assumption is made that the proper analysis support tools are

available to the designer. There are, however, only a limmited number of " -
practical tools available to support the logistics optimization tasks. 113]

16;- Most of these tools are specific and apply only to certain specific problems.
The general problem solving process is depicted in Figure 8 detailing the
sequence of problem-solving tasks and some of the more familiar logistics
models.

To gain a better understanding of the potential microcomputer application
to logistics problem solving, some of the key logistics areas will be
examined in detail:

L. Production and Material Acquisition

\iany different techniques have been proposed to optimize the production r.
, and material acquisition process. Some of the better known include design-

to-cost technique, value engineering, advanced manufacturing technology,
component standardization, life-cycle costing, and others. In all of
these approaches, there are man' potential applications for microcomputers.

' There are other areas, however, where the immediate application of computers
is not vet feasible without extensive developmental effort. These areas
include efforts to reduce procurement lead time, evaluation of requirements,
evaluation of incentives, etc.

b. Distribution and Material Management

. The distribution objectives are to provide rapid and reliable transportation.
Again, there is a need for a distribution system, not just the distribution
and material handling equipment. The OR techniques could provide means to
determine the optimum mix of inventory investment costs, supply depot oper-
ating costs, and transportation costs. Multi-echelon inventory analysis is
particularly important in the military environment. Here the objective is
to determine ordering, stocking, and distribution policies for two or more
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interrelated supply facilities, such as depot repair, intermediate repair
shops, and the associated inventories. In determining these requirements,
the effect of component shortages must be included.

Cost information is also needed for maintenance operations. Replacement and
inspection policies, reliability, workload scheduling, test equipment avail-
ability are some parameters. The key objective is to reduce the frequency
of inspection and the false removal rate of components.

Nl c. Transportation

The basic transportation problem is to design a network of routes and carriers
to move material and personnel. As shown in Table I, many options are
available for military transportation. The transportation problem is further
complicated by the variety of the different supplies carried in a logistics
system (see Table 2). Application of computers could provide improved
operations by providing a transportation data base and an improved computer
based communications system.

. A key military requirement is to create a transportation system that can
respond in a timely manner to wartime mobilization requirements. The
conventional measure of ton-miles per day is not adequate in military
environments because it does not consider the effects of delays on the

. capability of military systems. The military transportation model must
consider not only the losses and degradation of the channels, but
also incorporate priority transportation for mission critical commodities.

rn The transportation model must also consider the interaction between trans-

portation and other logistics functions and their effect of the military-
. operations. Evaluation of these more complex models call for considerable

computer support.

X
d, V,arehouse Location

Warehouse location is a very important logistics problem. It has to
consider not only the area served, but also the amount of goods to be
stored, the available transportation routes, etc. This particular area
has received a major share of attention in the past. The problem of
suboptimization caused by not considering the higher level interaction
between other logistics considerations is very seldom considered because
of its complexity.

e. Scheduling Process

- Effective logistics management presents decision making at all three
levels of planning (strategic, tactical, and operational). Decisions
related to the locations of facilities (warehouses, depots, or ports)
may be viewred as strategic, while problems of transportation fleet size
and mix determination could be viewed as tactical. Finally, on the
operational level, various decisions concerning the routing and schedul-
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TABLE 1. Modes of Shipment

CODE/DESCRIPTION

A Motor, truckload
B Motor, less than truckload
C Van
D Driveaway, truckaway, towaway
E Bus
F MAC
G Surface parcel post
H Air parcel post
I Government truck
J REA (Railway Express Agency)
K Rail, carload
L Rail, less than carload
M Freight forwarder
N LOGAIR (Logistics Air Centers)
0 Organic military air
P TGBL (Through Government Bill of Lading)
Q Air freight
R Air express
S Air charter
T Air freight forwarder
U QUICKTRANS (Military Airlift)
V SEAVAN
W Water, river, lake, coastal
X Mixed modes
Y Intratheater airlift system
Z MSC "
2 Government water craft, barge
3 RORO (Roll on / roll off) service
4 Armed Forces Courier Service (ARFCOS)
5 United Parcel Service
6 Military Official Mail (MOM)
7 Weapon system pouch service
8 Pipeline
9 Local delivery

Reference:
Military Standard Transportation and Movement Procedures (MILSTAMP)

L A
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TABLE 2. Military Supply Classes

military command, including food, clothing, equipment, arms, ammunition,

fuel, materials, and machinery of all kinds. For planning and adminis-
trative purposes supplies are divided into classes as shown below:

s St

Class I

Subsistence, including gratuitous health and welfare items. Subclassifi-
cations for Class I are: A -- Air (inflight rations); R -- Refrigerated-. subsistence; S -- Nonrefrigerated subsistence (less combat rations);

C -- Combat rations.

,Class 11

Clothing, individual equipment, tentage, organizational tool sets and tool
kits, hand tools, administrative, and housekeeping supplies and equipment. Syr
Subclassifications are: B -- Ground support material; E -- General supplies;
F -- Clothing and textiles; M -- Weapons; and T -- Industrial supplies.

Class III

Petroleum, oils, and lubricants. Subclassifications are: A -- Air; and
W -- Ground (surface).

Class IV

Construction. Construction materials include installed equipment and all
fortification/barrier materials. (There are no subclassifications.)

C lass V a "
*

Ammunition. Subclassifications are: A -- Air; and W -- Ground;

Class VI

Personal demand items (nonmilitary sales items). (No subclassifications.)

20 1



TABLE 2. Military Supply Classes (cont.)

Class VII

Major end-items. A final combination of end products which is ready for
its intended use; e.g., launchers, tanks, vehicles. Sibclassifications are: '-. _
A -- Air; B -- Ground support material; D -- Administrative vehicles; A.-.
G -- Electronics; K -- Tactical vehicles; L -- Missiles; M -- Weapons;
and N -- Special weapons.

Class VIII

Medical material including medical-peculiar repair parts. (No subclassifi-
cations.)

Class IX

Repair parts and components to include kits, assemblies, and subassemblies,
reparable and nonreparable, required for maintenance support of all .
equipment. Subclassifications are the same as for Class VII, with the
addition of T -- Industrial supplies.

Class X

Material to support non-nilitary programs, e.g., agricultural and economic
development, not included in Classes I - IX. (No subclassifications.)

.
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ing of vehicles and the assignment of crews require inputs on a daily

basis. There is very strong interaction between the various levels
of planning and the decisions made at one level affect or are influenced
by decisions at other levels.

There are two general types of scheduling: aggregate and detailed. The-'e

former plans for the overall level of output for a system an.- specifies
* the required resources, while the latter allocates, sequences, and obtains

time schedules. The aggregate scheduling is usually performed at a higher
level in the organization. The detailed scheduling is based on the given
aggregate schedule as is performed closer to the operational level.

Scheduling is primarily concerned with the loading and sequencing of
* orders. Loading, as applied to scheduling, refers to the allocation of

tasks to workcenters. Sequencing establishes the order (priority) in which
the tasks will be performed by a workcenter. The end product of the
scheduling process is the final detailed schedule which specifies starting . ,

- and completion times for each task at the workcenter. Figure 9 illustrates
the scheduling process. It shows not only the normal straight sequence but
also illustrates the iterative paths where the scheduling process may have

7i to be repeated because the given requirements were not met. These feed- ,.
back paths may also be used to optimize the scheduling process if some of
the tasks are completed ahead of schedule.

" Scheduling, as applied to the shiploading problem, is an intermittent
operation because of the variety of tasks associated with the process.
The overall objective is to complete each task efficiently so that the
time required to transfer material from one location to another is minimized.

This objective is accomplished by allocating resources (equipment and
personnel) according to the time and place constraints.

Efficient schedule construction requires detailed information about the
tasks, as well as information on the availability of material moving equipment
and personnel. Each task may require several subtasks usually performed
at different workcenter locations. This in turn requires proper sequencing
of these subtasks. For example, when moving a container from a warehouse

• :location to its final destination in the cargo area, several subtasks may
be easily identified. These include selecting the parts, loading the
container, moving the container to the warehouse loading area, moving the
container to the dock area, etc. These subtasks will be typically performed
by different crews.

Once these tasks are loaded (asigned to the workcenters) they must be
" sequenced. Sequencing involves consideration both of priorities and task

synchronization with other workcenters. Once the sequencing is complete,

detailed schedules are developed.

The organizational hierarchy involved in the scheduling process is illustrated

in Figure 10. At the top level is the cognizant logistics unit. The aggregate
scheduling is usually performed at this level. At the next level, there are
a number of workcenters, usually at different physical locations and capable
of performing certain specific tasks. A mirber of tasks are assigned to each
workcenter. It is the responsibility of the workcenters to perform the

22
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detailed scheduling involving loading of tasks, sequencing, and determining
the final time schedule. As mentioned earlier this type of scheduling is
highly interactive, and subject to continuous modifications and iterations.
These iterations are caused by equipment breakdowns, qualified personnel
absence, and other usually unpredictable causes.

The scheduling and routing problems are further complicated by the variety
of constraints encountered in realistic situations. A summary of these is
presented in Table 3.

f. Future Requirements

In future wars or armed hostilities we can expect a very dynamic environment,
highly mobile threats, potential for high vulnerability, and a great deal of
uncertainty about the logistics requirements. Therefore, the objectives,
constraints, and structures of the logistics model will have to deal more
realistically with the dynamics, uncertainty, and changing mission objectives
of future warfare.

25
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TABLE 3. Characteristics of Routing and Scheduling

1. Size of Available Fleet:

One vehicle
Multiple vehicles

2. Type of Available Fleet:

Homogeneous (only one vehicle type)
Heterogeneous (multiple vehicle types)
Special vehicle types

- 3. Housing of vehicles:

Single depot
Multiple depots

4. Nature of demands:

Deterministic
Stochastic
Partial satisfaction

5. Location of demands:

3i At nodes
On arcs
Mixed

6. Underlying Network:

P. Undirected
Directed
Mixed
Euclidean

7. Vehicle Capacity Restrictions:

* . Imposed (all the same)

Imposed (different vehicle capacities)
Not imposed (unlimited capacity)

8. Maximum Route Times:

. Imposed (same for all routes)
Imposed (different for different routes)
Not imposed

2..6.
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TABLE 3. Characteristics of Routing and Scheduling (cont.)
p. .%

* 9. Operations:

Pickups only
Drop-offs (deliveries) only
Mixed (pickups and deliveries)
Split deliveries "V

dr 10. Costs:

Variable or routing costs *

Fixed operating or vehicle acquisition costs
Common carrier costs

11. Objectives:

Minimize total routing costs
Minimize sum of fixed and variable costs
Minimize number of vehicles required
Maximize utility function based on service or convenience
Maximize utility function based on customer priorities

Z7.
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2. SELECTION OF LOGISTICS TOOL KIT

In the past, logistics research has focused on developing algorithms to improve t_
the efficiency of the logistics functions. Most of this research has been
spent on basic algorithm development and their implementation on large
computers. As a result, there are many efficient algorithms fully described
in the open literature and validated by other researchers. Furthermore,
many studies have dealt with the comparative evaluation of these algorithms.

5 There are some unique problems that have delayed the application of micro-
computers in the operations research area. Practical logistics problems are
usually complex and difficult, causing the complexity of the algorithms to
increase and their databases to grow in size. Because of this complexity,
little progress has been made in integrating the various solution techniques.
Although the speed of the microcomputers has improved by orders of magnitude, "
they still have less speed and memory capacity than their mainframe
counterparts.

Miicrocomputers,however, are cheap and flexible. They have been accepted as
practical and useful tools for solving many home and business problems. Typical
applications include spread sheets, word processing, data base management,
small business accounting, etc. Microcomputer applications in scientific
and engineering applications have been lagging, although there are some
important exceptions, such as statistics packages and Computer Aided Design
(CAD). Most of the important engineering applications have made use of the
more powerfull 32-bit microprocessors configured as engineering work stations

* iwith considerable graphics support.

a. First Generation Software

In the Operations Research (OR) area we already find a number of programs
that run on microcomputers. Mathematical programming applications include

P linear programming (LP), mixed-integer, quadratic programming, nonlinear
integer optimization, and shortest path through a network. Operations
analysis oriented programs include personnel assignment, cost improvement
tracking, decision tree analysis, queueing analysis, flow analysis, and
solution of transportation problem. The majority of these applications are
construction management oriented. There are also a number of integrated
project management programs complete with CPM and PERT support fully
developed and documented.

These programs represent the first generation of microcomputer based
.1 software and, with a few exceptions, have rather severe limitations:

I. Programs are stand-alone packages
2. Programs are of restricted applicability (i.e., not clearly stated)
3. Programs are able to handle only a small number of variables
4. No provisions are made for integration with other programs
5. Programs do not support effectively the overall decision process
6. Programs perform suboptimization and do not permit easy iteration7. Programs are excessively rigid; they cannot be modified by the user B.

8. Programs support only primitive file and data management capabilities

28 1"
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9. Most programs are written in BASIC language and are slow

In their present form, these programs are more suitable for familiarization
with the available algorithms and solution techniques than for use in
practical military or commercial environments.

b. Algorithm Selection Criteria

The Ship Loading Problem was used as the starting point in identifying
the operations research algorithms to be included in the initial Logistics
Tool Kit (LTK). As mentioned in the introduction, this selection process was
relatively difficult but was accomplished by first defining the logistics

.. operations and then identifying the applicable techniques.

The primary objective in the Ship Loading Problem is the efficient move-
ment of goods from a depot to a cargo ship within the constraints of the
available manpower and equipment. The primary input to the loading problem
is a requisition list of goods to be moved with their destinations and prior-
ities identified. Since only a limited space will be available in the cargo
bay areas, selection of the goods to be moved will be in the order of

*1established priorities. The objective will be the optimal uLilization of the
available cargo space subject to weight and other restrictions.

Modern transportation methods depend heavily on the use of standard con-
tainers. Thus, in the Ship Loading Problem we are not only concerned with
the loading of the containers in the cargo bay, but also with the loading of
the individual containers. It is apparent that these two cases are similar
except for different size and weight constraints. This analogy could
be carried down one or more levels to account for lower level packaging.
The result is a hierarchy of containers, with the ship's cargo area being at
the vertex. At any given level in the loading process we are concerned with
only the visible container. Data at the lower level will not be needed at this
point, but will be necessary later on for cargo distribution.

This example illustrates the interaction of the hierarchical data levels
and the information needed for the loading algorithm. It is also apparent
that the same algorithm, if properly designed, could be used at the various
levels of packing and loading.

Another area of major importance is the allocation of resources. In the
specific shiploading situation we are concerned with the allocation of
material moving equipment and of operators to specific tasks. Again, there is
a certain amount of parallelism. The allocation problem occurs in the ware-
house where teams are working on picking the goods and packing them into
containers. It also occurs at the loading areas where truck drivers and lift
operators are to be assigned to their equipment, and where the ship is being
loaded. These are different teams, usually under the control of different
dispatchers, but the problems are similar. Again, there is considerable
interaction. If the operations are not properly coordinated, delays will be
experienced and time will be lost.

In addition to the allocation problem, assignment of specific operators

r; 29



to specific equipment, constrained by equipment capabilities and operator
skills, plays a major role. The solution of this problem also involves task
priorities and availabilities. A related problem deals with the scheduling

I.of the specific tasks -- again constrained by the overall system requirements. .

Closely related to the scheduling problem is the routing problem. This
problem also appears in different areas: in the warehouse, on the road to
the cargo ship, and movement of material within the ship. Again we find that
the same algorithm will be needed in different areas.

. There are no available analytical methods capable of solving the general K

" task scheduling problem. Nevertheless, there are a number of OR techniques
useful for solving parts of the scheduling problem. These techniques coupled
with heuristic methods and queueing simulation in an interactive environment
can provide better solutions than conventional manual simulation. Most
routing and scheduling problems of interest may be formulated as network
problems. Special cases include: I.

Shortest path from node to node
Shortest path from node to all other nodes
Shortest paths between all nodes
K shortest paths
Minimal spanning tree

" Capacitated minimal spanning tree
Transportation problem
Maximum flow problem
Minimum cost flow

Other routing and scheduling problems can be formulated as instances of a
special class of 0-1 integer programs known as set partitioning or set
covering problems. While set covering and partitioning provides a
valid conceptual framework for the formulation of many logistics routing
and scheduling problems, its practicality is limited to smaller problems.

*At the aggregate sheduling level, linear programming algorithms may be used
to select optimum resource allocations. At the detailed scheduling level,
there are a number of applicable techniques, including Knapsack, maximum

- cardinalitv matching, and graph coloring in addition to some specialized
network scheduling algorithms.

Since these algorithms are applicable only to parts of the scheduling process,
it is highly desirable to be able to utilize a number of them in an iterative
manner without the need for reentering existing information. The following
data requirements are associated with a wide variety of routing and scheduling

"" problems:

Distance and/or travel times
" Transportation costs

Service requirements

-" " Many of these data elements are fixed in a given environment and can be kept '.
in a permanent data base. The data flow techniques discussed later in this

. report provide help in analyzing the creation and modification of data in
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an interactive configuration where a number of solution modules are employed
in the solution process. The use of man-machine interaction in the data base
input is vital to the correct preparation and validation of data. The inter-
active capability also facilitates the incorporation of problem-dependent

II parameters and side constraints, and guides the algorithmic procedures. .

At this point, the major logistics functions (allocation, assignment,
scheduling, routing, and packing) have been identified. The next task is to . ".
find the applicable algorithms. As mentioned earlier, this task is not a
simple one because there is not a one-to-one mapping from the functions to

O the algorithm as the case is in many other application areas. One approach PI
that was found to be useful in this study was to look at the available
OR algorithms and their potential use in assisting in the logistics support
functions.

c. Initial Selection P.

Based on these considerations, an initial list of 28 algorithms were select-
ed covering tne various application areas. As expected, there was consider-
able overlap, but also differences in the problem definition and in the results

V available. Selection was made to obtain a wide spectrum of solution techniques,
covering not only exact methods, but also approximations and heuristics. Some

* .of the selected algorithms are relatively unsophisticated in comparison to the
packages available on mainframes, but nevertheless will play a major role in
demonstrating the integrated systems approach to solving logistics problems.

A brief description of each of the selected algorithms is included in
Appendix A. This description also includes their potential applications in
the logistics area and to the specific Ship Loading Problem. Some of the
selected algorithms will be modified later to streamline their interface and

" change their operation. For example, the Traveling Salesman Problem in its
unmodified form is not directly applicable to solving the routing problem. It

*1 was included as a starting point for modifications and to obtain benchmark
performance results. The list presented in Appendix A is not final and should
be considered only as the initial worksheet.

d. Exclusions

A number of important OR techniques were excluded from the list. These were
decision analysis, search analysis, value theory, optimal control, nonlinear
and geometric programming, and game theory and gaming. These were excluded

- because they either we-e not directly applicable to the Ship Loading Problem
or were too complex tc be incorporated because of the limited time available
for Phase I effort. This set of techniques will be reviewed in more detail

* during Phase i and incorporated as needed.

e. New Developments

To solve the complexity problems, decomposition or aggregation techniques
will be developed and implemented on microcomputers. Computer aids will

. . -. .3 1. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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assist the operations research analyst in the decomposition process and in'
controlling the subsystem and system solutions.

To compensate for the slower computational speed of the microcomputers, faster
algorithms will be selected, floating point processors used, and the need to W
access secondary storage will be reduced.

To compensate for the reduced data storage capacity, compact data storage
techniques will be identified and special encoding used. Faster retrieval
techniques will be used to improve response. Large programs will be divided
into modules and used as program overlays. PR

To facilitate communications with other systems and research team members,
a Logistics Description Language (LDL) will be developed to permit and
unambiguous statement of the problem in a concise and precise manner.
A neutral file format will be used for data interchange.

f. Extensions

Although the formulation of the problems may differ, similar problems are
encountered in other related fields. For example, efficient techniques have
been developed to aid in the design process of digital computers. Here, W
decomposition techniques, modelling and simulation are used on a routine basis.
Powerful hardware description and simulation languages help to specify the
structure and operation of the system. Other areas where decomposition
techniques have been used include econometrics, sociology, chemical process

3 design, civil engineering, electrical circuit analysis, data management,
computer science, etc. Many of these techniques have potential application
in the logistics area after suitable modifications and extensions.

The development of new or modified techniques to facilitate the implementation
of logistics software on microcomputers will pay dividends in many areas. In

Sthe military area, the optimization of logistics operations will result in lower
operating costs and increased combat readiness. In the business logistics
area, we can also expect lower operating costs that in turn will reduce the
product cost and improve competitive advantages.
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3. LOGISTICS WORK STATION ARCHITECTURE

In many engineering areas, the interactive design approach is already well
defined, and Engineering Work Stations serve as useful and efficient design
tools. It is, therefore, important to examine some of the presently used
techniques and discuss how they could be applied in the design of a Logistics
Work Station.

In electrical, mechanical, and computer engineering, network diagrams form
a convenient shorthand description of some very complex systems. Examples
are: circuit diagrams, logic diagrams, mechanical system diagrams, etc.
These network diagrams are exact in the sense that they formally describe
a certain system configuration and usually give the specific parameter
values associated with the specific components. These diagrams can be easily
captured in digital form and the resulting database used to conduct complex
analysis and simulation tasks.

A network diagram, which is a form of a network language, consists of a
collection of symbols with topological relations (interconnections) among them,

.. and alphanumeric annotations identifying elements by name and their values.
A model to be solved, on the other hand, is usually expressed in terms of
mathematical equations.

Since the network diagrams provide an exact description, they can be used
with special translator programs to obtain the system equation set governing
the given configuration. In other words, a translator program is used to derive
all of the applicable equations. This is a time-consuming task if performedUmanually. Using this approach, a relatively inexperienced person can easily
perform complex circuit analysis and simulation, provided that the input"..

-.. description is correct. .

Although the present workstations differ in their implementation aspects, their
structures are relatively standard. To adapt the Engineering Work Station
concept to logistics problems, a detailed examination and evaluation of the
logistics requirements is needed.

Figure 11 represents a very general and somewhat simplified representation
of an interactive workstation. Only the major functional blocks are shown
without any specific representation of the integral data base elements which

*are residing in Blocks 3, 5, 9, and 12. This was done to simplify the
discussion.

A user interacts with the workstation by issuing a sequence of commands from
keyboard, mouse, trackball, digitizer, etc. This sequence of commands is
part of a very formal language that is well defined and usually tailored
for a specific application. For example, SPICE language definition is part
of an electronic circuit analysis program used by electronic engineers.
In some cases, the same type of language is used not only to support the
interactive but also the batch environment. This language is simple, yet *'.

.-...powerful, and can be used to describe a variety of problems. It consists
of problem description, and solution and output control commands.

The complete system is complicated, but easy to understand from a functional
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viewpoint. It basically translates the user commands to form a graphical ...

representation of the network diagram, sets up a data structure which describes

the model to be solved (Problem Structure), and controls the solution and the 0.0
output format of the solution so that it can be easily acted upon by the user.

The Command Translator (Block 2), determines the type of command (network
description, solution control, or output formatting), translates it and,,
transmits it to one of the processing blocks (Blocks 3, 6 and 7). It also
keeps track of the network description entered (Block 12), and provides
information feedback to the user and to the Command Processor (Block 1)
for a consistency check.

The Network Description (Block 3) cannot be used directly because it is a
net structure description and not a set of analytical equations. Therefore
it is processed by another translator, Network Translator (Block 4), .--

which converts the structure to a system of equations defining the Problem
Mathematical Structure (Block 5).

The Analyzer (Block 8) contains the analysis or simulation procedures. These
procedures are controlled by the Solution Control (Block 6) which contains
the translated solution control commands issued by the user. These commands
typically include the constraints, stopping criteria, etc.

Output results of the Analyzer are held in Solution Structure (Block 9), which
the user can selectively examine using output specification commands that are
processed by the Command and Output Specification (Block 7) translators.

The selected output is presented to the user in either tabular form or as a
graphics display. Block 11 handles these display tasks by receiving output
from Block 10.

The user feedback comes from two sources: problem definition and solution.
By having the problem definition available, the user is able to review the
existing definitions and to make any necessary modifications without having
to reinput all of the problem definition data.

There are a number of problems faced in designing a Logistics Work Station,
the most severe being the lack of a good problem-description language. Some
of the techniques developed in the past, such as Markov process diagrams,
PERT, GERT, activity diagrams, etc., already have some of the features needed
for a formal network description, but considerable work will be required to
develop a Logistics Description Language capable of handling a majority of
the logistics problems. Another problem is that of designing the needed
translators capable of taking the shorthand network descriptions and converting
them to a set of equations to be processed by the computer solution procedure
modules.

* In Phase I, emphasis was placed on developing a subset of this language
needed for the shiploading problem. Phase II work will involve the initial
development of a general purpose descriptive language and a full
implementation of the Logistics Work Station similar in structure to that
shown in Figure 11.
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The translators used in engineering workstations are similar to the traditional
language compilers in that they contain both syntax parsing and semantic
interpretation (code generation). They differ, however, in that they
also have to parse solution control and output specification commands. The
Logistics Work Station, in addition, will contain additional capabilities to
facilitate the data transfer. These techniques will be discussed later in
this report.

A formal framework is needed for the translator programs to answer four
basic questions: __

1. What useful information is directly conveyed by the network diagram?
2. What information is needed by the analysis program?
3. What useful information is indirectly conveyed by the symbols?
4. What is the algebraic procedure corresponding to the transformation from

a network diagram to a problem structure?

. Again, these questions are similar to those defining the programming languages.
The first concerns the syntactic description of the input language, the
second calls for syntactic definition of the output language, the third
calls for semantic definition of the symbolic operators, and the fourth
calls for specification of the translation procedure.

For the logistics applications, the network diagram must be be able to
represent the basic operations inherent in a logistics process in a short-
hand notation. The analysis programs will receive their inputs from the
network diagram translator. The selection of symbols to represent logisticsoperations will be a difficult one. For the purpose of this study only those

symbols needed for the shiploading process will be proposed. The ease of
the translator design will depend greatly upon the symbol set.
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4. LOGISTICS DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE

a. General

Logistics Description Language (LDL) is a system of symbols needed to
describe logistics data and logistics activities. It is needed to acquire P-W

knowledge and to communicate information, and to control logistics operations.
Since the logistics information environment includes humans and computers,
the description language must serve a dual purpose and be both human and
machine readable.

In any language, we can distinguish certain basic elements. These are
vocabulary (words), grammar (syntax), and associated meaning (semantics).

. Every language is based on a vocabulary. In the conventional language, its
elements are called words. In the formal language, the basic elements are
called symbols. In every language, therefore, we can form sentences out of
these basic elements.

Syntax is a system of rules of grammar that controls the order and harmonious
arrangement of parts or elements of sentences, phrases, and clauses. This.
system governs how a sentence is formed and, further, controls its structure
so as to permit recognition of its meaning (semantics).

The basic character of a language is determined by the data types on which
it operates and how changes in their values are made. Natural languages
are very rich in their variety of words since they have to express all that
we have to communicate. At the same time, some words may have a number of
diff.erent meanings and their interpretation may depend on the context and
on the environment. Because of the lack of well-enforced formalism, natural

* languages are not well suited to problems involving man-computer type
environment.

* To communicate with computers, we have to use artificial languages that have
- strict rules and unique meanings. To communicate this information to the

users, the language should be easy to understand, yet flexible enough to
express everything in that particular environment.

* :Since the beginning of computers, major efforts have been spent on language

development. These computer-based languages range in complexity from very
-" simple ones (machine language) to the very complex (simulation languages).
*- One characteristic they all share in common is their formalism and their

suitability to a particular environment. Although initially there were
attempts to find the one truly universal language, these efforts were not
successful and today we select a language to fit the problem.

A particularly important area in language development is that which deals
"" with Higher Order Languages (also referred to as Problem Oriented Languages).-"'.

These languages have been developed to assist the user in specifying the
problem for a computer solution. In this area expressibility and efficiency
of representation is of major importance. Today these languages can be found ,.-

in almost every field. Examples range from word processing and spread sheet
command languages to the complex computer hardware description and simulation
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languages.

An important factor to remember is that all of these languages are highly
specialized and fine tuned for a particular application. Usually they cannot
be efficiently used outside their originally intended use. For example, one
would not normally use a programming language to write a progress report
or a word processing program to solve a mathematical equation. There are
some exceptions; for example, some word processing programs may include
facilities for simple mathematical computations. More recently, a number of
integrated program packages combining word processing, spread sheets,and
graphics under one structure have emerged.

In the proposed implementation, the LDL will serve as an intermediate language.
As such, it will have to be processed and translated to another language which
will be used to describe the computational process. The latter will be a
conventional programming language, such as Pascal.

*. b. Logistics Description Language Processing

The LDL processing model is illustrated in Figure 12. The individual processors
are further detailed in Tables 4-7. The overall process is very similar to that
of a typical programming language preprocessor. Throughout the process, care
will be taken to capture errors and to provide user diagnostics. Since the
system will be designed to be used in an analytical and operational environ-

• -ment, diagnostics and recovery procedures will be more user-oriented than
those in a programming environment.

The development of an LDL does pose some unique problems. First, the present
day logistics environment is very much paper-form oriented. Although the
actual forms are usually prepared on a computer system, many of the inter-
mediate logistics tasks are performed manually. As a result, there are many
manual breaks in the logistics order-processing sequence and considerable
manual effort is required to interface with the various programs.

The most commonly used formalism for expressing grammar rules is the
Backus-Naur-Form (BNF). This formalism was originally used in the definition

. of ALGOL 60 language. It can be best illustrated by considering a simple
" sentence structure in natural English.

-- Taking a simple sentence such as

The analyst solved the difficult problem

we can analyze it by breaking it into its components: subject phrase, verb,
and object phrase. Further decomposition of the subject phrase and object
phrase can be obtained.

• This process can be represented in the BNF notation as follows:

<sentence> ::= <subject phrase> <verb> <object phrase>
<subject phrase> ::< 'definite article>'noun>
<object phrase> ::< 'definite article> <adjective> <noun>
<definite article> :: the

V7 38
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TABLE 4. LEXICAL PROCESSOR

5 Processor Type:

LEXICAL

Purpose:

Key interface to the language processors. Separates incoming character
mstring into symbols. Has the capability to distinguish symbol separators:

spaces, punctuation marks, etc.

Input:

Character stream representing Logistics Description Language commands
from an interactive user terminal or text file.

Output:

Separated symbol stream representing valid Logistics Description Language
symbols.

Error diagnostics: invalid text characters, invalid symbols, etc.

Control Input: " .-

Regular expressions describing how the characters are to be assembled into
symbols. May contain some preliminary conversion capability: conversion
to upper case, elimination of text file control characters, etc.

• 
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TABLE 5. SYNTAX PROCESSOR
.- .,..-

Processor Type:

SYNTAX -

S"Purpose:
:-'. .. .. *,

Parses the incoming symbol stream to identify the structure of the command
- statements. Creates parsing tree of the command containing a structural

representation of the command.

Input:

-; Symbol stream representing valid Logistics Description Language
symbols.

*- Output:

Structural representation of the Logistics Description Language command.

Error diagnostics: invalid or incomplete tree structure.

Control Input:

Valid syntax description for each Logistics Description Language command
using standard notation.

41'.'-"-
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TABLE 6. SEMANTIC PROCESSOR ..

,-.. %*

Processor Type:

SEMANTIC

Purpose:

Interprets the structural representation of the command statement.
ap Identifies the need for processing module calls. Sets up the

necessary call linkage.

Input:

Parsing tree identifying the specific command to be processed in standard
tree format.

OutDut:

Call statements to processing modules and specific data statements, as
needed.

Error diagnostics: incomplete command structure or invalid command

description.

Control Input:

Command processors for interpreting the specific command. These
processors contain linkages to other processing modules needed to

further expand the command.
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"V TABLE 7. OUTPUT PROCESSOR

Processor Type:

OUTPUT I-

Purpose:

Interfaces the Logistics Description Language compiler to the external
world. Extracts and converts solution to specified output format.
Presents results.
Identifies problems associated with the solution: lack of convergence,
incomplete specification, etc.

Input:

Symbolic logistics m odel from the semantic processor specifying the
necessary computations to be performed.

Output:

Results of the specific logistic.; problem.

' Error diagnostics: identifies invalid problem.

Control Input:

Links to the logistics processing modules, such as resource allocation,
assignment, scheduling, etc.

* 4
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<noun> analyst
<noun> problem
<adjective> ::= difficult
<verb> ::= solved

The nonterminals (those subject to further decomposition) are enclosed in

angle brackets to distinguish them from the terminals (words or symbols).

Each of the rules in the above list is called a production and it describes

the composition (or decomposition) of the nonterminal (sentence).V

The above sentence can also be represented in a parsing tree (graph) form

as shown in Figure 13.

" The above example illustrates only one of the many possible natural language

- sentence structures. Because of the infinite variations in the natural

language it cannot be used directly as a Logistics Description Language. It RL
does, however, provide a starting point because the artificial language we

will be developing has to be human readable. The closer it relates to the

natural language, the easier it will be to understand it.

c. Logistics Description Language Implementation

As indicated earlier, any language development effort is a major undertaking

and cannot be expected to be completed within the constraints of this study.

Since LDL will play a major part in the development of the Logistics Work

Station, examples of typical LDL sentences will be shown.

The key areas where LDL will play a major role will be in logistics resource

specification, task definition and control, and material-oriented operations.
Typical examples from these areas follow:

(I) Resource Description: .,

<pers skill> ::= PERSON [personnel id> HAS SKILLS <skill list>.

<skill list> :: <skill> <skill list>.

<equip capability>
EQUIPMENT <equipmentid> HAS CAPABILITY <capabilitylist>.

<capability list> ::= <capability> <capability list>.

<assignedpers> ::= ASSIGNEDPERSONS <personnel-list >.

<assigned_equip> ::= ASSIGNED_EQUIPMENT <equipmentlist>.

<idlepers> AVAILABLEPERSONS <personnel_list>.

<idle equip> ::= AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT <equipment list>.

<unavailablepers> ::= UNAVAILABLEPERSONS <personnel_list>.

44
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<unavailable equip> UNAVAILABLEEQUIPMENT <equipment-list>.

<personnel list> ::= <pers id> <personnel list>.

<equipment-list> ::- <equipment_id> <equipmentlist>.

(2) Material oriented operations: .

<start symbol> ::= <shiporder>.

.* <ship order> ::= SHIP <itemlist> TO <destination id> .

<select order, ::= SELECT <item list>.

<move order>
MOVE <item-list> FROM <source id> TO <destination id> BY <carrier id>.

<packingorder> ::= PACK <item list> INTO <containerid>.

<holdorder> ::= HOLD <item list> AT <locationid>.

<item location> ::= ITEM LOCATION <item id> AT <location id>.

<item_list> ::= <itemid> <item-list>.

(3) Task Oriented Operations:

<task> ::= DEFINETASK <taskid> AS <operationlist>.

<assignment> ::= ASSIGN <personnellist> AND <equipment list> TO <task id>.

<starttask> ::= INITIATE TASK <task id>.

I <suspendtask> ::= SUSPENDTASK <taskid>.

<release task> ::= RELEASE <task id>.

<operation list> ::= <operation> <operation list>.

(4) Parsing Tree

A sample move order parsing tree is shown in Figure 14. Here we can
distinguish the keywords (MOVE, OM, etc.) and the terminals (WHSEl, SHIPI,
etc.). The keywords improve the command readability and at the same time
will provide more reliable decoding because of their uniqueness.

, As mentioned above, the overall parsing tree is more complex because it may
include certain processing between sentences. As an example, consider a
typical ship order. The order will carry its associated material list and the
destination where this material will be needed. To process the ship order, a
locator module will be needed to locate the warehouse where the specific
material ordered is located. The locator module then will in turn create a
series of move orders if the material is in different warehouses. An example

-7 .4 
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of this process is illustrated in Figure 15. %

Other processes may exhibit even more complexity. Consider the task-assignment
process. As shown in Figure 16, there are complex interrelationships between
logistics resources and material move requirements. It is in this area where
some of the recent developments in knowledge engineering could offer new

.4 solutions.
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,. 5. LOGISTICS DATA BASE REQUIREMENTS

~~a. General Concepts '
Logistics problems are not only complex but also need a large amount

of data for the specification of variables and constraints. Compact
data storage and fast retrieval techniques will be needed to provide
the required support in a microcomputer-based environment instead of
the "brute force" techniques used in mainframes.

Efficient solution of logistics and operations research related pr-oblems
need a variety of specialized data structures usually not available in

" the conventional data base management systems. These structures include:

Graphs (directed and undirected)
Trees
Linked Lists (including bidirectional)
Stacks
Queues

Although it would be possible to use generalized arrays to simulate the
above data structures, the loss in computing speed and the increased

• 'icomplexity of algorithm formulation prohibit this approach in practical . -

-- situations.

Furthermore, the data base orientation should be dynamic in nature, not
static. This means that the data base should be capable of supporting
changing record structure requirements. In the conventional data base
systems, each change in the record structure is accompanied by unloading
the data base, incorporating the new changes in the record structure,
translating the data to the new format, and then reloading the data base.
As the size of the data base increases, this process can become very

.U time consuming and impractical.

Other important data base factors include fast record update processing
:. time and fast query access to the data base. These are needed because in

the proposed system configuration the majority of the accesses to the data
base will be from computer programs while only a relatively few requests
will be directly user-initiated. This requirement again calls
for a design different from the conventional commercially available -
data base systems developed for microcomputer applications.

Each of the special data base requirements identified above will be
discussed in more detail and solutions proposed to reach the desired
goal.

.- The general approach used in the data base development will be based on
the same principles used in other areas of the project: i.e., partition
and decomposition.

b. Efficient Data Storage

51."
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Most of the input files used in microcomputer applications are of the
text-file type containing ASCII character strings. Although these files
are easily read by the user, they are inefficient in storage density
and require translation to the binary form for processing numerical
information. Promising solutions in this area include the use of binary
format for numerical values and use of data compression techniques for

N text. ,-.

There are a number of problems associated with this approach. First, if
nonstandard binary representation is used for numerical files, then the

" interchange of data among the users will become a major problem. A simple
solution to this problem would be to utilize the available standards, such -.

as the IEEE standard for floating point representation. Second, the data
compression techniques for text have not yet reached a mature state where
widely accepted standards are available. Therefore, a full ASCII-type text
transfer may be preferable to eliminate transfer problems.

c. Fast Retrieval Techniques

As mentioned above, retrieval speed is of vital importance in solving
the logistics problems. There are two approaches to this problem: the
first approach is based on using faster hardware, and the second depends
on software techniques.

Microcomputer storage peripheral performance is continuously improving. ":
This includes more capacity, faster access time, and lower prices. Faster
retrieval can be obtained by using hard disk drives or random memory
access files for frequently needed data. With decreasing hardware costs

* both approaches are practical.

Even more improvement in retrieval speed can be obtained using software
*based access algorithms. If a conventional sequential file is used to store
- information and if this file is scanned from the beginning to the end

to find the needed information, then access time will be proportional
to the file size: O(n), where n is the number of records. Using the
more recent techniques, such as the B-Tree storage concept, search time
shows considerable improvement: O(log n). Of course, this improvement
does require additional storage needed for handling the more complex
structure.

The use of dynamic data base structures has received major attention in
the electronics design area, particularly with VLSI design where the data
bases typically contain close to a million data elements. At the present
time there are about 20 different search tree storage schemes that have
been proposed. Many of these have a direct application to the logistics

"  area and will be further evaluated during the Phase 1I effort.

During the course of this project, only the B-Tree storage concept was
investigated because it has been used in more applications and its imple-...
mentation is better understood. All of the preliminary tests have indi-
cated excellent performance with relatively small overhead for the additional
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storage structure.

d. Data File Formats

Present microcomputer operating systems, such as PCDOS, MS-DOS or CP/M,
support two different file concepts: sequential and random file. The
specific selection of a particular format is dictated by the appplication.
The sequential format is more appropriate where the complete range of data
is being generated, whereas the random file format is preferred where
selective retrieval and updating is needed.

Again, it is important to realize that the processing speed can be
influenced by reducing the data translation requirements. For example,
by storing numbers in their binary representation instead of using
ASCII, or by storing complete records instead of storing separate elements,
data transfer will be greatly improved.

Especially efficient formats can be used to further speed up processing
such as the use of the general file concept in Pascal.

e. Operating System File Interface

"* The performance of the operating system file interface with current systems,
such as PCDOS or CP/M, is very poor. There is a large system overhead
and minimum flexibility. Problems include: small buffer size and
buffer handling, inability to use reentrant system procedures, minimal
user control over the I/O process, etc. The available error recovery proce-
dures are minimal.

. There are no simple solutions in this area. Most of the users have accepted
these limitations as a fact of life, and the operating system developers

* have shown little interest in improving the operating system performance.
Bypassing the operating system and developing special file drivers would
cause incompatibility problems with other programs; this has to be ruled out.

.- The only hope is that in the future these problems will be better understood
and that the operating system developers will provide the needed solutions.

f. Data Structures

* As indicated above, an efficient solution to the majority of logistics
problems requires the use of specialized data structures. Some of these
structures and their means of implementation are discussed below.

Undirected and directed graphs find wide application in transportation-type
problems where they are used to indicate feasible points between different
locations. They also play an important part in depicting the variable inter-
dependency in large and complex situations. Other applications include
flow problems, matching, scheduling, and others. Although it is possible
to use matrix formulation, such as incidence and adjacency matrices, it
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is very inefficient from a the computational standpoint because these matrices
are usually very sparse. Using the linked-graph formulation, the evaluation
of the algorithm is speeded up considerably because no time is spent
processing zero elements. The implementation of graphs is very simple in
Pascal language because of the availability of records and pointers. The
same implementation in FORTRAN would be more difficult because pointers would
have to be implemented in arrays.

Undirected and directed trees form another set of important data structures
in logistics problems. A familiar application involves spanning trees used

* to solve optimal communications network configurations. The implementation
problems of tree structures are very similar to those of graphs discussed
above. Again, Pascal has a definite advantage as an implementation language.

The implementation of linked lists, data queues and stacks form another
similar structure group. Again all of these structures are easily implemented
in Pascal. Since ADA data structures are similar to those of Pascal, the
future program translation will be much easier than the equivalent conversion
effort from FORTRAN.

Review of the various solution modules revealed that additional savings in
response time could be gained by using these specialized data structures .-.

in intermediate files. (The current implementation uses standard text files
for data interchange between modules.) This would involve setting up data
structure standards for the specialized forms and would require a relatively
major effort to arrive at a set of general standards. No data standards are -.

available for these forms.

The efficient solution of LP programs requires the use of better matrix
processing techniques. A number of practical approaches based on sparse
matrix techniques are available for use on mainframes. It appears that some
of these could be converted without major modifications for use on micro-
computers. Time limitations prevented further investigations in this area.

pI During Phase II implementation effort, these techniques will be given further
consideration.

g. Data Abstraction

The approach used in developing large and complex programs is usually based
on the "divide and conquer" principle: the program is divided into a set of

• "modules each of which can be viewed as a simple abstraction. The same concept
can also be applied to the data base development where modules of data are

- defined and given abstract names.

There are many advantages in data abstraction; the key ones include easier
understanding of the data structures, faster development, and easier mainte-
nance. The modern programming languages, such as Pascal, Modula-2, and ADA,
provide many features to make data abstraction implementation easy and
practical. These features are not available in the older languages, such as
FORTAN and BASIC.

Typical implementation examples include records and data typing. Both of these
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features were used to the maximum extent during the Phase I effort and will
form the basis for Phase II work.

h. Dynamic Record Structure

The key difference between business and scientific problems is that the
*: business data structure is static, and the data structure for scientific

problems is dynamic in nature. Business examples include payroll structure,
organizational structure, etc. Scientific examples include task allocation,
scheduling, assignment, etc., where the task structure may continuously change
depending on the complexity of the task.

Conventional data base management systems developed for business appli-
cations are ill-suited in scientific and engineering problems. Lack of
understanding of the basic capabilities of these conventional data bases has
resulted in many aborted application programs in engineering and manufacturing
areas with considerable loss of money and wasted manpower. The same lack
of understanding, unfortunately, exists today with the same predictable
results.

The data base support needs in logistics are dynamic and user-defined.
The only form of data base organization capable of supporting this environment
is the relational one permitting many different forms of records to coexist
in a dynamic environment. The fifth-generation languages, such as PROLOG,
also provide excellent dynamic data base support.

The proposed approach for the Logistics Work Station will therefore be based
on the relational concept.

i. Data Base Interface with Other Subsystems

* I Data base interface with dialog and control subsystems is greatly simplified
by the use of the modular approach. Separation of the dialog functions from
the data base will permit the development of highly flexible user interface
to deal with the data base. Use of the data flow concept will permit the
linking of data base status with the main solution control.

j. Data Presentation

In a practical situation, the user will require different data presentation
"' techniques. These will range from the simple graphical displays of bar charts

to the more complex and comprehensive printed records.

Data presentation will be coordinated via the dialog session where the data
conversion modules will form the link between the data base and the actual
display of the data.

The clarity and understanding of the results will be of key importance.
* - Presenting the results in a well understood format, such as used by micro-
. computer based spreadsheets, will in general be preferable to the more
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difficult-to-interpret data listings.

k. Other Considerations

A number of other considerations will affect the final data base implemen-
tation. These include multi-user and distributed-file environment, remote
access capability, local area networking, etc. Although these factors are
very important, the current operating system support is not yet able to
provide the needed capabilities for the implementation of an efficient and
practical system. Work in developing extensions in operating system support

• is proceeding at an accelerated rate and some of the needed features will L

be probably available in MS-DOS Version 4.0, or later.

The separation of the control, processing, data base, and dialog modules
anticipates future needs and will provide the basis for the needed extensions
without a complete redesign of the system.

1. Conclusions

The logistics problem data base has to be compact, capable of supporting
fast retrieval, and must be capable of supporting dynamic user-defined
data structures.

The proposed data base configuration is based on the relational data base
concept to support the dynamic structuring; it uses specialized data structures
to reduce storage requirements and has a tree-oriented retrieval structure
to permit fast retrieval.
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6. USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

a. General Concepts

The basic objective of this research project is the efficient integration
of microcomputers within the logistics environment.

In the common process of system design, the user is often not taken into
account, thus making these systems difficult to use, increasing training costs,
causing worker stress, and usually leading to system early retirement.

In the end-user concept of design, the user is regarded as the most
important factor in the man-computer system. Systems created using this
concept are usually known as user-friendly and, in most cases, are well
accepted.

A system is user-friendly if the individual user feels that the subjective
complexity (his external view of the system) is low. It also means that the
interface must be flexible and adaptable to different system users and their
needs. To adapt to different users, the system must be able to distinguish
among them and to support their individual requirements. In every case, the
special skills needed to operate the system should be minimized.

Flexibility of use means that the user has flexibility in the delegation
of tasks to the computer. He has the choice to select only those features of
the program that are needed for his application. Flexibility also means that
the user does not have to act in a strictly prescribed way.

Man-machine dialog should resemble human communication insofar as possible.
The proposed Logistics Description Language will be designed to meet this
requirement. The fully developed language will include, in addition to
commands, facilities to incorporate user-supplied descriptions, capability to
ask questions, and to make comparisons.

* The language will be layered in two dimensions: it will provide layers
or functions so that users need learn only those relevant to their
problems, and, within the sets of functions, there will be layers of complexity
and power so that users can progress from the basic levels to the more
complex as their skills increase.

The multilevel approach will permit the user to switch to a more terse input

format as he gains familiarity with the system operation and will provide
faster operation.

The advantage of computer-guided interaction is that the language used can be
natural (or almost natural) language, as opposed to artificial language; thus,
easily understood by the user. Further, inputs by the user to the computer,
using natural language, will be easy to interpret with a simple computer
program.

.- The system will behave in a consistant way so that the user can learn to
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anticipate its functions. Similar functions will be invoked in a similar way
, ; with the results presented in similar format. This will help in the habit.--

formation and will enable the user to learn the system quickly. . .

~b. Design Philosophy

(1) General

The techniques used for the user-interface design will follow those proposed
IL earlier for the system design: partition and hierarchical decomposition.

The partition process will be applied to separate the dialog part from
teprocess algorithms. The dialog part will be further decomposed in a

hierarchical manner to introduce another level of structuring. There are a
number of advantages in using this approach:

The algorithmic part will contain only computational procedures. All
the specific details associated with input/output and data base interface
will be handled by the dialog modules. These will include checking the
input, determining if sufficient information is available to start a
solution, and providing the associated help functions.

The dialog modules can be altered to adapt to new hardware or to a
different system configuration without the need of changing the algorithm
module. This will result in decreased maintenance costs.

Separation of dialog from the algorithm will also help in the system
* 'development by having experienced dialog specialists concentrate on the S

dialog part without the need for understanding the intricacies of the
solution algorithms. On the other hand, the programmer experienced in

-'.. computational algorithm design will be able to concentrate in his area of
expertise and be relieved from concern about the specific dialog.

Many of the dialog modules will be similar in form. This will permit the
establishment of dialog libraries and further reduce the development
effort.

The dialog modules can be further extended to provide additional facilities
for user help, error recovery, and audit trails.

The programming method for the dialog will require detailed, readable,
and interpretable specifications. Information for this task will be obtained
from the algorithm module specifications which will also contain the input/
output requirements needed to establish the necessary interface and to specify
the needed peripheral devices.

(2) System Users

To further define the dialog module requirements, it will be necessary to
examine the potential users of the system and their needs. Here we can
distinguish five major groups of users:
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System Programmers. This group will be concerned with the structuralV
development of the system. They will have a good understanding of the
system structure and will provide for the incorporation of dialog modules.
During the development phase, they will use prototype modules for '

checkout. Their needs for sp cialized dialogs will be minimal.

Application Programmers. This group will include dialog and algorithm
developers. They will work closely with the system programmers during
the development effort. Again, prototypes will be used during the initial

P& phase. Specialized dialogs will be provided for this area to aid in
module integration (system generation).

Operations Analysts and Researchers. This group will need the greatest
flexibility in dialog types because their tasks will cover a wide variety
of problems. Initial dialog developmental effort will concentrate on this
group.

Data Base Technicians. Their tasks will be associated with updating and
modifying the data base. Most of these tasks will be of a routine nature
and will use short dialog formats.

Casual Users. This group includes those system users who will not use the
the full system capabilities, but will need access to parts of the system.
Task schedulers and dispatchers, for example, will use scheduling modules.
Dialog requirements for this group will stress ease of use and clear
presentation of output.

Thus, for each of the user groups described above, we will need concrete
knowledge about their tasks, their needs, arnd their behavior. We will also
have to establish a description of the possible dialog concepts and their

* impact on the user.

In general, it will not always be possible to attach a certain dialog concept
* to a specific group, although it may appear to be the simplest. For some of
* the groups, particularly analysts and researchers, a variety of different

dialog concepts will have to be developed to suit their specific needs. At
* the same time, by introducing additional flexibility, the task of learning
* the system will become more difficult.

-(3) Task Structures

Next we will examine some typical dialog task structures:

Simple inquiry. This is one of the simplest dialog types and requires
a simple response to a well-posed question.

Decision making following complex inquiry. In this dialog, a sequence of
questions is followed by computer response. For example, in a linear

• ° .

programming problem, the dialog would be used to establish the data V
structure and the objective function. After the problem specification,

V" the solution module would be activated and the results presented to the
user.
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Collecting data systematically. As mentioned above, this is one of the
simplest dialog formats since it will require a minimum of computer-
user interaction. A possible option could be the online checking of the
data range.

Continuous design and redesign on the basis of rules, constraints
and work already completed. This is the most complex dialog structure
and involves full access to the existing data base. The modular design
of the dialog modules will make this task easier to implement.

i Discovery of relationships. This category includes many of the statistical
techniques used in forecasting. The dialog considerations for this cate-
gory will be a mix of the last three groups above.

c. Dialog Modules

(1) General

The language construct that will be presented here for specifying a dialog
procedure is called a dialog module. A dialog module is a unit which can
completely specify one step in the dialog. Each step contains the following
parts:

Action from the user

Corresponding external reaction from the system

Us Effect on the internal state of the system W
Environment and conditions in which the action takes place

Dialog modules will be organized in hierarchies. These hierarchies will allow
i for the specifications for dialog syntax (sentence specification), semantics
". (system response), and subdialog module interface.

(2) Module Activities

The four groups of dialog module activities are specified in four separate
_ submodules that make up the dialog module:

Prompt initializes the subdialog and activates all required submodules.
It also informs the user that the system is ready to accept an input.
Prompt may range from a simple continue cue to a full screen setup. It
specifies who asks the question and who provides the answer.

Symbol or input sentence. It will specify how the input will be read
and when the module input is completed.

Echo provides a message to be displayed to the user after the acceptance
of a symbol or input sentence.

Value. Each accepted symbol has an associated value. This is interpreted
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by the system. The global and local value schemes are controlled through
the module hierarchy. The module will usually include input validity
checks.

d. The Basic Cycle of a Dialog Call

When a dialog module is called up, its four components become active.
Each section in turn may contain names of submodules. The restriction here
is that the submodule calls refer only to the specific component of
that submodule. For example, if prompt names another module, then only
the prompt part of that module is referenced.

Input (symbols or sentence) can only be read when the module is active,
- i.e., prompt section must be executed before parsing. This guarantees that

the value expressions are evaluated after all values needed have become
available.

After the delivery of the external results, the module is ready for a new

complete basic cycle. Whether this will happen or not is controlled by the
surrounding module.

A dialog module is either activated by the algorithmic part as a dialog
* . procedure (root module), or it is activated as a submodule of a dialog module

closer to the root module. This activation can be either synchronous or
asynchronous. In the synchronous case a module is activated just prior to

S,the action by the symbol part to accept this symbol. The activating dialog
module is forced to wait until the symbol asked for has been produced. The
module is deactivated immediately after'its symbol has been accepted.

The symbol part of a dialog consists of a grammar rule. This rule directly
- controls the input parser.

A dialog is called self-descriptive when the purpose and method of usage can
• -be explained during the dialog at the request of the user. The type and

-° extent of the explanation will be geared to the user, and defined by the
' .actual application and the user classification.

_ e. Interface Design Requirements

" (1) General

This subsection considers the most important requirements to be followed

L:' during the system interface design process.

(2) Dialog Flexibility

" (a) General

vThe dialog must be designed to be flexible and adaptable to the different
. needs and skills of the potential users. It must also support a flexible

task structure which can be extended if needed.
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The user will influence the dialog by choosing the functions to be performed,
switching between different dialog types, and selecting or rejecting options
offered by the system.

The adaptation of the system to the user will be realized through different
dialog types and through different layers of detail, both in the input and
output sections.

(b) Objectives

The following specific objectives shall apply:

The user's influence on the dialog: l

System activities should be determined by the user and by his
objectives. For example, the user should be able to select a major &4

function and then a specific technique associated with this function.

In every dialog state, the user shall have at least two alternatives
of action.

The user should be able to modify the set of selected system activities
(extension functions). Usually the system will provide a default set . .
of activities fitting the general problem. Sometimes the user may want
to exercise only a single activity. The system should not force him
to proceed through the general sequence. (This requirement does not
apply to the internal modification of algorithms, only the selection
of activities.)

System's adaptation to user abilities and needs:

The system shall support different users. Special emphasis should be
p , placed on supporting analysts and researchers.

It should not restrict the user to a certain type of use and
behavior.

The system should offer different modes of dialog ranging from
detailed to abbreviated.

It should offer system messages in different detail according to user's
wishes and qualifications.

(3) Transparency 
r.

(a) General

The system behavior should be transparent to the user. Then the user will
be able to develop a consistent model of the system while using it and the

Lsystem behavior will become predictable and capable of being influenced by
him.
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The more flexible a system, the more complex it will appear to the user
and the more difficult it will be to understand. Therefore an optimum
compromise will have to be selected between dialog flexibility and system
transparency.

There are several methods to support the development of a system model in the
mind of the user:

The system can make detailed information available about the system in
different layers. The user gets to know only those layers which are
suitable to his needs and current abilities.

The complexity of the model can be reduced if the system adapts to the
actual behavior of the user (e.g., by withholding information about
complicated functions or methods that the user would not be able to use

- in his present state). This can be accomplished by examining the user
profile contained in the data base and initially presenting only infor-
mation that is consistent with his profile.

Special states (states that occur frequently), should be referred by
characteristic names (e.g., basic state, help state, etc.). These states
can be indicated by system prompts, different cursors, or special icons.

The internal construction of a system model should be supported by ,,-
uniform system behavior; i.e., similar actions should be performed in
similar ways and there should be a standard way of handling errors, etc.
This approach will lead to a more predictable system behavior.

If the system uses different dialog types, the vocabulary for these
types should be consistent, and follow the rules established for the
Logistics Description Language and the data base conventions.

(b) Objectives

The specific objectives shall be:

Support the user to develop a consistent system model by:

Offering a well-structured list of functions. This list of
functions should be organized hierarchically.

Indicating current system state. This includes not only the
present mode, but also an indication if the system is performing an
extended computation.

Requiring that similar tasks use similar actions. Examples
include entering numbers, space characters, input format, etc.

Making the organization of the dialog transparent to the user. This
can be accomplished by presenting only essential information to the
user.

Predictable system behavior:
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Different systems have standardized interfaces. This applies not only
to the data but also to the control interface.

The system should produce no surprise effects; it should show similar
behavior in similar situations. 1

The system should exhibit a predictable response time. If there is an
3% extended computation in effect, then the system should so indicate.

User options to cause modifications should be included:

In the structuring of the dialog, specific implementation should 4.
consider the current environment.

In the mode of the dialog, mode options available will depend upon
the current state.

(4) Ease of Use

(a) General

The system will be a practical tool for the user if it does not frustrate him.
It should support his needs, should provide help if necessary, and react
tolerantly to his errors.

(b) Objectives

This is an important and broad class of system objectives. They can be .

divided into three subclasses:

Metadialog

Many input/output functions. Current microcomputers support a
wide variety of input and output devices other than keyboard
and CRT. These include mouse, digitizers, graphics plotters,
voice, etc. Future dialog design should provide options to
support these devices.

Extension functions. A typical example would be the use of macro-
capabilities to create compound commands.

Communications functions. In a distributed environment, a v'ide
range of communications support will be needed. These functions
should be considered when designing a full dialog system.

Help functions

There is a wide variety of help functions. These may include
general or specific help functions at the system level, related
to a unique function, and support for situation-dependent
problems.
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The system may not require extra explanations. The extensive use
of help functions can be avoided if extra care is taken in
designing a clear dialog.

The system never leaves the user alone with his problems. Help
or encouragement is always available!

I (c) User Adaptability

Consideration of the user's properties, abilities, knowledge, and their
variability:

Dialog design should be as similar to human needs and characteristics
as possible:

The system should allow a kind of communication which is as close
as possible to human communication applicable to the specific
environment.

The system should not force the user to hasty actions. Each step
should be clearly presented. Whenever possible, the step should be
reversible.

It should consider the application background of the user.
Information on the user should be available in the profile file.

It should react appropriately to human weaknesses (errors, stress,
forgetfulness, etc.) within reason.

Consideration of changes in user behavior:

*The system should consider that the user gains experience working
with it and should provide less explanation associated with specific
activities. This option should be user controlled. The specific
level of expertise could be stored in the user profile file.

It should consider that user objectives might change during the
dialog and should, therefore, provide means for the user to interrupt
the current sequence of activities.

It should consider that the user tends to make more errors after
after working for longer periods with the system. This could be
an adaptive process based on user time on the sytem.

(d) Error tolerance -.".

The system should react to and take precautions against disturbances of -2
the interaction produced by typical human nature, such as fallability,
forgetfulness, or varying degrees of concentration. This approach may not

be as difficult as it sounds. It is relatively easy in the system to keep
track of user input error rate and provide additional help.
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Systems should be designed to minimize human errors. The key factor in
preventing errors is limiting the amount of memorization required to use
the sytem. Other promising approaches are to use selection instead of
entry, names instead of numbers, allow for predictable behavior, use good
and complete error messages, include some redundancy, and provide for
reversible actions and sound data structures.

Ile-

Error protection:

The system should prevent the user from unwanted consequences.
Actions in a specific environment should be questioned by the
system if they could result in a situation where recovery is not

* 'possible.

The system should prevent the user from deleting important data.
This includes file deletion.

Error diagnosis:

The system should offer clear and understandable error messages.
Error messages should be clear and easy to understand. Numerical
error messages shall not be used.

Error messages should contain hints for correction. This could
include an automatic transfer to edit mode.

Easy error corrections:

Error correction actions should be specified in respect to those
parts which contained errors. If an error is discovered during
a lengthy input process, then the user should not be forced
to reenter the complete sequence.

The system should prompt the user for error correction. After the

error has been corrected, the system should return to the
point where the error occurred (if in data entry mode) or to the
restart point (if system is in a computational mode).

The system should ignore common typing errors. This would apply only
to the most frequent errors, provided that their interpretation
would not result in an unintended action.

(5) Ease of Learning

(a) General

The system should be designed in such a manner that it is easy to learn
and should require no additional resources. Furthermore, execution of
simple tasks should not require special training of the user.

Two problems should be considered:
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How can the information for the user be structured and distributed in a
way that is easy to understand, and,

How can our conception be based on learning principles which are
characteristic of the user.

To introduce the sytem to the novice user:

Instruction on how to use the terminal, especially those facilities
that enable him to correct his input, and to ask for help should be

.y included in a tutorial file.

The introduction to the system itself should be done in a top-down order;
that is, the user should first get to know about the main functions
of the system: what they do, in which context they are usable, etc.
After that, he should learn about the specific functions he can use and
how he can get more detailed information about the system.

*- Generally, it is better to give less information than too much; the user - .
can always ask for more. If an output is long, the main parts should
be highlighted. -."

To support the learning process of the user, there are a variety of
techniques: . .- -

First, the system should be transparent to the user; all responses should
be clear and the response time should be in accordance with the complexity
of the given task.

Second, the user should be assisted to utilize user-initiated dialog types
* as much as possible, because activity supports learning by doing. The

reaction to an input should show whether the user was successful or not, .-.
or whether he has instant control over his activities. Fears by the user

qshould be overcome by providing help facilities in every possible situation;
to be avoided are input loops from which he cannot escape without specific
knowledge.

* (b) User Support

Support for the user when using the system shall include:

A system usable without specialized computer knowledge.

A system that supports learning by doing.

A system that offers the user manual via terminal upon request.

. (c) Learning Support

Additional learning support shall include:

Introductory courses for operating the system should be provided.
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Experts should be available for help if the user demands it.

(6) Reliability ' .

(a) General

The system -should be designed in a way that the user can do his work in a
"J,. reliable m anner. .,

The system should be accessible at any time when the user needs it.
PI Therefore, a well designed organization and reliable hardware is paramount.

To do his job correctly, the user must get to know all the effects of his
input to the system, including side effects. The system must react promptly
and react adequately to user errors (i.e., the user must get the chance to
continue his tasks without difficulties).

(b) Availability:

The system should be in operation when necessary.

System crash occurrence should be minimized.

(c) System user support:

Side or hidden effects in any of the operations shall be eliminated.

The system response time should be optimized.

The system should offer facilities for data protection and security.

f. Problems of Realization

There are three major tradeoffs to be considered in determining the
optimum system implementation:

Conflict between high dialog flexibility and high reliability
can be circumvented by careful design and implementation. The

- higher system flexibility will result in higher development costs.

High dialog flexibility and ease of use is a conflict between two
opposite objectives: a system with few functions and modes of
dialog is easier to operate than a complex system with large sets of

" .functions and modes. The selection here will depend on user needs
and training.

Dialog flexibility and transparency interfere with each other because
the more modes there are, the less transparent the system tends to be
for the user. The user needs more time and experience to form a system
model in his imagination, requiring more training and patience in using
the system. If the system is too complex then it also may face rejection
by the user.
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g. Conceptual Recommendations

(1) Basic Concepts

There are two aspects to consider when designing man-computer interfaces:

What contents should be represented by computer input/output; i.e., which
functions should be provided and what information should the user obtain
from the system.

Which dialog modes can the user use and how can he switch between different
ones.

(2) Dialog Contents

Dialog contents include:

(a) Functions.

The set of possible functions represents the flexibility of
use of a given system. Common functions are those associated with
dialog, input/output, help, and control.

From the dialog functions, dialog interruption and restart require
careful implementation, as do functions which switch between different

I types of dialog. These functions will normally be used by more
experienced users. Other dialog functions support the user by
providing information on who has the initiative, what kind of input
is expected, what kind of format is required, what kind of default
values are in the system, and how to switch to a different dialog
mode.

Input/output functions form the most important class. They are the
primary means by which a user interacts with the system. They
should be well designed and contain extensive error checking
capabilities.

Design of help functions is also important. These functions should
support all classes of users. The general help functions give infor-
mation about the system behavior and operation. The specific help
functions answer questions about the actual situation in a given
dialog state. In addition there are additional help functions which
explain the available system algorithms. For each of these, help
functions answer questions as to what the algorithm does, what kind
of input is required, and what side effects the algorithm has.

In the control function area, the cancellation of tasks and activi-
ties are the most important ones. If a cancellation function is issued,
then it is important to reset the system to its restart point. Another
important control function is the 'undo' which permits the user to
go backwards if he makes an error. General implementation of this
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r, function is extremely difficult, and normally only one reverse step
w i l l b e p e r m i t t e d . -" %

(b) Dialog Modes.

There are four possible layers in an interface with an interactive
system: ,,

In every state, the system can propose task alternatives to the user.
If there is a limited set of alternatives, then the tasks can be PW
chosen by menu, otherwise the system can ask for choice by question.
This mode is more suitable to the beginning user.

Another approach is to have the system ask the user to make an
input and provide the proper syntax. This approach is more suitable
for experienced users. Logistics Description Language will be supported
in this mode.

Still more experienced users may prefer a method where they can
formulate the task with their own commands. If the input is not fully
specified, then the system will ask for the missing information.
The Logistics Description Language will be supported in this mode for
processing multiline inputs.

The most complex dialog structure uses a quasi-natural language
approach. At the present time, this technique can be practically im-

* plemented only in very limited applications because of the ambiguity
associated with the language.

These four alternatives cater to different kinds of users with different needs
" and skills. They show that in a large system with large inhomogeneous user

groups it is sensible to provide the user with different kinds of dialog layers.'
h. Realization of Abstract Dialog Types.

. (1) General

When developing the actual dialog, the following guidelines should be consi-
dered:

The vocabulary should be as close as possible to natural or professional
language used in the logistics environment. There should be options for
using abbreviations as well as mnemonic and symbolic codes accepted in the
user community. The vocabulary should be consistent and should minimize
typing effort.

The syntactical rules for input should be restricted as far as possible and
be easy to apply. There should be as few formatting rules as possible.
They are of value only if the user can understand their purpose.

Formal redundancy, such as fillers and blanks, should be tolerated by the
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system whenever possible.

Overdetermination of the task specification should be tolerated. :9<".

All ambiguous input should be questioned by the system.

User vocabulary should be restricted to the set specified by the Logistics
Description Language.

(2) Output Design Requirements

The output should be designed as follows:

It should be self-descriptive and concise.

The vocabulary should consist of natural language words including
common abbreviations. It should be consistent with input vocabulary and
the Logistics Description Language.

The output syntax and format should be chosen according to the contents
of the actual output. Text, keyword, or graphics should be selected so
that the important information is easily recognizable.

The interpretation instructions of. the output should be as concise as
possible.

There should be a choice between different kinds of representation:
short or long. This choice should be under user control.

i. Conclusions

The user interface of the Logistics Work Station must be user-friendly,
efficient, and modifiable to meet the various user requirements.

The proposed approach regards user and computer having equal status,
according to their own characteristics, in a systems operation. This
approach is based on system partition and hierarchical decomposition
techniques which will permit evolutionary development of the user interface
and have minimum effect on the solution modules. This approach also
will not only reduce the initial programming effort but will result in a
more reliable and easily maintainable system.

Effort will be made to humanize the applications, to make allowances
for behavior differences, and to introduce the human as the final decision
maker.

An application example of the dialog development procedure is presented
in Appendix B.
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7. SOLUTION CONTROL

a. Introduction

There are two aspects to solution control. The first involves decomposition
techniques needed to partition and decompose the very large problems
occurring in logistics applications. The second deals with the automation
of solution control. Both of these topics will be discussed below.

" b. Decomposition Techniques

Decomposition is the process used to break up large-scale problems into
subproblems of lower dimensionality. These subproblems are then solved inde-
pendently and individual solutions are then combined to yield the solution
to the original problem.

Partitioning of the problem is the rearrangement of the components of a
problem into a hierarchical structure that follows the information flow
in that problem. After partitioning, it is possible to identify disjointed
and irreducible subproblems. The latter contain loops (cycles/circuits)
that must be solved by tearing and then using iterative techniques.

The shiploading problem in its full context is very complex. As discussed
earlier, it involves many functional tasks, some occurring simultaneously,
with a large number of variables and constraints. Many of these tasks are
highly interdependent.

The complex interdependency of these factors is best represented in the
form of a graph. Vertices are used to represent the factors and directed
edges the dependency of these factors. If the graph contains no loops,
then it is possible to solve sequentially the resulting system of equations.

HU If, however, it contains loops, then some form of an iterative solution
'* is desired. As the system becomes more complex, the task of identifying

the loops becomes more difficult and computer techniques must be used.

Task 1 of the project was planned to investigate and evaluate the currently
used graph and matrix decomposition techniques. The most familiar of these
techniques is that originally proposed by Steward [13]. This technique has
been used to decompose complex problems in occurring power plant design, econo-
metrics, chemical process design, missile control, and sociological systems.
Application examples given in his book deal with large system analysis and
management [141.

The approach used by Steward employs matrix representation and reduction.
His method is well suited for manual decomposition, but when computerized
involves complex bookkeeping of intermediate results. Since decomposition
plays such an important part in solution control, better methods were
sought. An area rich in decomposition and optimization techniques is that of

0" compiler optimization. Although different in application, the compiler problem
is very similar to some of the logistics problems. It involves allocation of
registers, sequencing of computations, and keeping track of computed variables.
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One of the key methods used for decomposition is based on Tarjan's [161
algorithm. With minor modifications, this algorithm could be adapted for
logistics problem decomposition -- a hope that was expressed 'n the proposal.
The hope expressed in the proposal, that with minor modifications
The algorithm was slightly modified to allow for more flexible representation,
was coded in PASCAL, and tested. It has minimal program and intermediate
storage requirements, has a minimal amount of backtracking, and is very fast

'. in performance. ,''4.

Another promising algorithm has been developed by Sharir [171. This algorithm
was also programmed and tested. (See Appendix A for data summary.) Other
applicable work is contained in References 18 - 22.

Further extension of these algorithms is planned during the Phase II effort
in order to incorporate the capability to reference data elements associated
with the specific nodes and to establish links to the data base. Provisions
for these extensions were already made in the basic algorithms.

The decomposition algorithm will be of major importance in solving logis-
tics problems. First, it will be applied at the main system level to identify
those areas where loops exist requiring an iterative approach. Second,
it will be used to keep track of information flow in the system. Since the
algorithm determines the existance of the loops by tracing out the functional

- dependence, it can be used as an information flow analysis tool.

c. Data Flow Analysis

The discussion 6f data flow analysis will begin with a short description
* of the concepts involved and will conclude with a discussion of its potential

application to solving logistics problems.

Data flow analysis is a new form of analysis developed in the last fifteen
years. It has found applications in compiler design where it is used to
optimize the final object code. The concept of data flow analysis is general
and is slowly finding applications in other related fields. The data flow
analysis has powerful techniques for keeping track of data usage in the
program. It is caoable of handling very complex program structures and the
more recently developed algorithms are fast and efficient.

Given a definition of a data item in a program, it is frequently desirable
to find what uses might be affected by that particular definition. The
inverse is also true: for a given use the definitions of data items of data
items which can potentially supply values to it are also of interest.

Another data flow relationship which is of interest is the following:
what data definitions are live at a particular point in the program; that

" *is, what data definitions given before this point are used after this point.
This information is of interest, for example, when working with a large
number of blocks where.we need to know if certain data already have been
computed and are available, or if we have to compute these data items (or
estimate them) before we can proceed with the solution.
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In order to define more precisely the relationships derived by the procedure,
a number of basic concepts and constructs must be defined.
Data flow relationships are usually expressed in terms of the control flow
graph of the computer procedures. For example, the scheduling process
diagram (Figure 9) discussed in Section 111.2 is a form of a control
flow graph. This graph shows the sequence of operations performed and how
they relate to each other. Assuming that the scheduling process starts from
scratch (no information is yet available) the initial block tells us that
the first step is the development of the master schedule and that no other
information is available. On the other hand, if the system is already in
operation, then in updating the master schedule we would also have to consider

,_. the information from the detailed scheduling blocks (schedule slippage,
changes in equipment and personnel, etc.).

Data flow analysis can handle both of these cases and thus provide a control
scheme tying together valid information with the specified processing
sequence.

- Data definition, as used in the data flow analysis, refers to that part in
the process which modifies or creates a data item. In programming
language terms, it is the left side of the equation. In terms of a procedure,
data definition refers to data created within that module.

Data use is that part of an equation which references a data item without
modifying it. In terms of procedures, data elements which are referenced
within the module, but not modified, could be considered data usage elements.

In order to determine which definitions affect which uses, two types of
expression relationships can be distinguished: those relationships which
exist in a straight line sequence, and those which exist in the context
of control flow. Methods of finding and codifying relationships in a
straight line sequence are relatively easy, but if there are feedback
paths then the computation is more complex.

Because of this complexity, control paths are often completely
ignored. Two excellent examples from the OR field are PERT and Critical
Path Method. Both of these techniques deny the existance of feedback

S." paths and assume that the project can only proceed in the forward direction
without any surprises or setbacks. If only the real world would act the
same way!

Since most computer programs contain a relatively large number of conditional
switches, data flow analysis must be capable of identifying and handling

. these loops (or circuits) in the program. A number of fast and efficient
* techniques have been developed for finding these loops and their associated

blocks. The elements comprising the loop are called Strongly Connected
Components (SCC), and are handled by special procedures.

Two of the procedures used for this task, based on the algorithms developed
by Tarjan and Sharir, have been converted to PASCAL programs and tested using
some relatively complex loops. Procedure description sheets for both of them
are included in the appendix. (Note that the same algorithms were also
used in partitioning and decomposition process.)
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As hinted earlier, the successful solution of complex logistics problems
containing loops will depend on the use of the data flow analysis concept.

By using the control flow graph as a road map, detailed data flow analysisIindicates if the data are available or if a new computation is required.
Thus, an orderly procedure can be established capable of directing the

execution of the solution modules.

One of the key concepts in computer science is the duality of data and
control. Every computer program can be examined from either viewpoint.
These two viewpoints are not contradictory but provide complementary views
of the same computer program. As the complexity of the program increases
and the need arises for partitioning of the problem and solution by parts,
there is a definite advantage in utilizing both viewpoints concurrently.

In the current literature, these two viewpoints have not been clearly
identified, and there is considerable variation in the meaning associated
with either flow concept. To clarify this important concept, a very simple
example will be disussed. Figure 17A shows a segment from a structured
program containing two separate branch structures. In the control-flow
representation (Figure 17B), the program statements are expressed in a
a flow graph format. The individual nodes represent the elements in the
statement sequence, and the arcs represent feasible branch points. For
example, Node 1 represents the boolean expression (A>B). If this expression
is true, then the control proceeds to Node 2 where the assignment X =7 is
made. At Node 4 another Boolean expression is encountered and evaluated.
The rest of the flow graph is processed in a similar manner.

* The control flow graph thus represents the sequence of statements, or in
the more complex case, the sequence of processing modules. In the latter
case, the variables could be arrays. The procedure developed for the logistics
problem solver will be based on the module concept.

* U The data flow diagram in its pure form is depicted in Figure 17C. Here the
• .interpretation is as follows:

Variable X change depends on the values of variables A and B.
?. Variable Y change depends on the values of variables C and D.

Both of these expressions represent static relationships between the
variables.

The above representations are of the control-flow and data-flow in their
pure form. It is also possible to use a hybrid representation where both
control flow and data flow are merged. ihis is the case with the data flow

.* approach used in compiler optimization and initially discussed earlier.
In this representation the basic graph used is that of the control flow,
but there is set of associated vectors with each node representing the status
of all the program variables. These vectors represent those variables used,
defined, or killed during the execution of the statement sequence. In the

Lm later discussions the data flow method will refer to this hybrid model. '

There are well defined techniques available for computing the various data
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% sets associated with the graph nodes. One of the commonly used techniques
is based on the concept of an interval and sequential reduction of these
intervals until only one node remains.

To illustrate this approach, we use Figure 18. The initial graph, GI, contains .

a number of loops. The division of the flow graph into intervals serves to
put a hierarchical structure on the flow graph. The basic interval is either
a natural loop and an acyclical structure associated with it, or just a single
node. Every interval has a header node which dominates all the other nodes
in the interval. In the example, Interval(3) consists of nodes 3, 4, 5, 6.
Node 3 is the header node because the control path to any of the remaining
nodes in the interval has to pass through the header node.

The formal definition of the interval I(n) with header n is as follows:

I. n is in I(n)
2. If all the predecessors of some node m<>nO are in I(n),

then m is in I(n)
3. Nothing else is in I(n)

In the above representation, nO represents the entry node. ,.'"-

In the sequential reduction process, after each pass each interval is
represented by a single node and the process repeated. For example in G2, -.'
Node 9 represents 1(3) in GI consisting of initial nodes 3, 4, 5, 6. In the
final pass, G4, there is only one remaining node and the process terminates.

The interval method provides an orderly approach to the reduction process
needed to compute the associated data set vectors. Also note, that if the
graph were evaluated directly by expansion, there would be an infinite sequence
of steps because of the loops inherent in the basic program definition (Node
6 to Node 3; Node 7 to Node 2).

Although the formal definition for the interval appears to be very simple,
. the actual algorithm is somewhat complex since it also involves recognition

of all loops.

A form of this algorithm was programmed in Pascal and tested. The summary
sheet for the program (INTERVAL) is included in the Appendix A.

As discussed earlier, the conventional data flow analysis technique required
few modifications to make it more useful in logistics applications. First,
the technique would have to be extended to handle the solution on the
algorithmic level. Second, a flexible interface was needed for the interface
to the data base.

Both of these modifications, although time consuming, are feasible and are
planned for full implementation during Phase II of the project. The
separation of the data base from the algorithms will further improve the

" computational efficiency because a single data base does not require trans-
fj lations from one solution format to another.

*The application of the data flow concept to the logistics problems is best

- . . .. .. . . . . .
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illustrated by considering a real example such as the shiploading problem.
The basic system formulation is based on the functional dependency chart
such as the one presented in Table 9. This matrix actually represents

,* the applicable functional dependencies occurring in the logistics system.
If this graph is processed using one of the strongly connected component
solution algorithms developed earlier, then all of the major feedback
loops will be identified, in addition to the independent variables.

Independent variables, usually representing available resources and

other constraints, will have to be initialized before actual computations
can begin. To keep track of these variables, a Boolean type table will be
created and maintained by the data flow subsystem. In this table, a specific
bit setting will indicate the availability of that variable. As the solu-
tion proceeds additional bits representing the output variables will be set.

,- Again, it is important to realize that these bits do not represent
the values of the variables but only the availability of data. Using
this approach, it will be possible to block a computational process where
all of the variables have not yet been specified.

In addition to this fail-safety feature, the data flow approach has a number
of other features to facilitate the solution process. For example, a
reference to the dependency graph will display the specific variables enter-
ing a given computation. This will enable a simpler interface to the help
system. Furthermore, the dependency graph can also be used to derive the
sequential data processing requirements. Thus, using the topological algo- - -
rithms, the sequence of solution steps can be determined.

In the case of the ship loading problem, the individual functions making -
up the total solution system can be easily extracted from the dependency
matrix. The same matrix also provides information needed to separate the
independent variables for each of the functional tasks.

Once the logistics description language is developed, automatic generation
of the dependency graph from the language statements will become feasible.
Until that time the old time-consuming manual process will have to be used
for the derivation of this important information.
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8. SHIP LOADING PROBLEM

a. Introduction

This section contains technical discussions relating to the naval logistics
applications problem, the underlying data base, and the applicable solution
techniques.

b. Problem Definition. 'l

-p The specific problem selected to illustrate the application of the proposed
techniques to solving naval logistics problems involves the consideration
of the ship loading problem in its widest context, starting with the receipt
of the supply requisition and ending with the placement of the shipping con-
tainer in the cargo bay area.

' This particular problem is typical of those encountered in the logistics area.
It involves determining the best methods for moving supplies within the
constraints of the available resources, and at the lowest logistics system
cost.

The top level logistics system perspective is shown in Figure 19 and identifies
the key considerations. The key logistics elements involve the definition of
material (WHAT?) to be moved, time (WHEN?) of the move, destination
(WHERE?) of the move, the selected method (HOW? and WHO?), and the
assigned resources.

The material (WHAT?) is further defined by its characteristics (weight, size,
handling precautions), quantity needed, and transportation restrictions. The

*1 location of the requisitioner (WHO?), the supply depot and the intermediate
" shipping points determine the extent of the movement (WHERE?). The time

constraints (WHEN?) on the supply requirements, such as priority and shipment
dates help to further limit the available solution options.

The determination of the shipping method (HOW? and WHO?) is further constrained

by the availability of shipping containers, transportation equipment, and
operational environment. The determination of personnel support needs is based on
the selected transportation environment and amount of goods to be shipped.

•- Once a transportation method has been selected, it is possible to determine
if the given system constraints can be met; then the resulting logistics
operational costs can be computed.

• "i Throughout this process, a wide variety of operations research algorithms are ".-
available to support the selecting, sequencing, scheduling, routing, and
assigning tasks. The specific selection of specific algorithms will depend on
the given constraints and the decision maker's goals.

c. Functional Description
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The ship loading problem can be further decomposed into a series of functional 0,
tasks as shown in Figure 20. The decomposition used in this particular case is
based on the physical separation of tasks by the performing work centers. Each
of these tasks is performed in a different location and by different func- VA.
tional task groups. Each of these six areas as shown in Figure 20 will be
discussed in detail.

(1) Depot Selection

The depot selection starts with the receipt of supply requisitions from differ-
ent base locations as illustrated in Figure 21. The selection of a specific
depot location involves the consideration of the supply availability, depot
and shipping point locations, quantities required, and the requested priority
levels. A number of operations research algorithms are available to support
this selection process. These include linear and integer programming, trans- Cv,
portation, and goal programming algorithms. The use of these algorithms with
applicable constraints will yield the initial selection. (To obtain a system
level optimization, a series of iterations over all of the applicable tasks
may be required.) The initial selection consists of fill-orders issued to the
selected supply depots.

(2) Container Packing

- Once these orders have been selected at the supply depot (warehouse), they
are further processed as shown in Figure 22. Specific subtasks involve the

" location and identification of the requested supplies, and the selection and
packing of containers. Again a number of OR algorithms may be used: linear
and integer programming, transportation, and bin packing and covering. The
latter two are applicable to the packaging. The applicable constraints are
based on the availability of containers, personnel, and material moving
equipment. This specific task ends with the filling of the shipping
containers which will carry priority and destination designations. The
contents of the containers will be listed in the packing lists.

*(3) Container Loading

The next functional task, detailed in Figure 23, involves moving the shipping
containers from the packing area to the depot loading dock and then to the
selected loading area. Specific subtasks deal with equipment and operating
crew selection, task scheduling, and material moving. These tasks are constrai-
ned by container size, weight, and moving resource availability. The appli-
cable OR algorithms include linear, integer and goal programming, transporta-
tion, assignment and scheduling. At the completion of this task, material is

S.ready for shipment on the loading dock.

(4) Transportation to Port

* The transportation task, shown in Figure 24, deals with the movement of mate-
rial from the suppply depot to the unloading dock at the shipping port. The
specific subtasks involve transportation equipment and crew selection, and
the scheduling and routing of the vehicles. These subtasks are constrained
by the container priority, quantity, size, weight, handling limitations,
and resource availability. The applicable OR algorithms include linear, inte-
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ger and goal programming, transportation, scheduling, and routing. At the
completion of this task, material moving equipment has arrived at the dock-
side unloading areas.

g (5) Container Unloading

The container unloading task, shown in Figure 25, deals with selection of
unloading equipment and crews. The constraints and the applicable techniques
are similar to the loading task discussed above.

(6) Cargo Bay Loading

The sixth and final task, shown in Figure 26, covers the container movement
from the dock area to the ship and placement of containers in the cargo
bays. The applicable constraints include container specifics, cargo bay
limitations, and the available resources. The OR techniques include linear,
integer and goal programming, assignment, scheduling, packing, and matching.

* d. Applicable Solution Techniques

A summary of the applicable OR techniques to the functional tasks is presented
in Table 8. Examination of this table reveals the wide applicability of the
OR techniques in the different areas, and the need for an integrated solution
control and data management.

The next set of illustrations, Figures 27 through 30 represents the functional
tasks from a process point of view and shows the various considerations that
enter into the decision process.

Figure 31 illustrates the data aggregation as it occurs during the performance
of the functional tasks. Starting with the requisition line items, warehouse
selection partitions them into fill-orders. The packing process further
aggregates the data within packages and then within the containers. During

p the transportation process, a load consists of a number of containers, and in
. the final stage the containers become part of the cargo bay contents.

. This data aggregation process is very important from the standpoint of the
information processing, because it enables the hierarchical handling of data
and the reduction of the data processing requirements. For example, during the
transport loading process the containers an be considered as the basic data
entities without the need to know the specific contents of the container.

The data aggregation process will be further discussed in the next section
dealing with the data base design.

The discussion up to this point has dealt with the functionality of the indi-
vidual subtasks of the ship loading process. To provide the necessary system
level control and to integrate the data base it is necessary to establish a
system level function dependency matrix. This matrix, shown in Table 9, repre-
sents the different variables, constraints, and functions entering in the
overall problem. Entries marked by "X" represent the functional dependencies
of the entities in question. For example, row 9 (shipping distance) contains
entries in columns 7 (supply depot location) and 32 (ship location), indica-
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1ting that the shipping distance is a function of the supply depot location and
'S. the ship location. (In this matrix the row and column matrix designations are .-

identical and the columns are referenced by numbers.)

The functional dependency matrix thus provides a road map for the control of
the solution and the means to reference the entities to the data base. In
general appearance, the dependency matrix is similar to the popular spread-
sheets. In their interpretation, however, there is considerable difference

.N because the functional dependencies are usually complex and their solution
require the use of complex OR optimization algorithms.

• .There are a number of rows that do not contain any marked entries. These are
considered to be the given variables (such as item availability, personnel
skill, etc.). In a more complex logistics problem environment, these variables
could carry further functional dependency and would contain marked entries.

There are additional lower level functional dependencies besides the system
level dependency shown. These will be established during the more detailed
subsystem analysis process and will be represented again as functional depen- -

dencies in subsystem dependency matrices.

I The functional dependency matrix for a specific ship loading environment will
probably be different and will be adjusted for the local differences.

d. Ship Loading Problem Data Base

In the conventional approach to logistics problem solving, the data base
design did not receive a major share of attention. Each specific algorithm
was usually developed for a general solution and the data elements were re- U'
presented as generalized matrices. This approach not only required con-

"" siderable effort in preparing the input data, but also required translation
of the results in a form suitable for the end user. As a result, an efficient
iterative solution involving a number of different algorithms was generally
not feasible because of the extra work required from the analyst.

The data base design approach suggested for the proposed implementation is
different in several respects. First, the common data elements are identi--.

fied and data records defined. Second, a dynamic structure is established
needed to support the problem solution requirements. Third, a linkage is pro-
vided to the solution control, enabling determination of the status of
currently available information.

The initial format of the proposed data base is included in Appendix C. A
detailed discussion of this format follows.

The data base format presented in Appendix A is based on PASCAL program-
ining language data type definition. In developing the initial data base

*description, emphasis was placed on those data elements which play a major part
in the solution algorithms. A number of data fields were left as general
descriptors. These normally will be extended to match the specific system
requirements.

The initial section contains data formats for the general descriptors used to
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identify a unique entity, such as material, package, warehouse, etc. These
identifiers were expressed as string variables to provide flexibility in hand-
ling different length data. Another alternative would be to use fixed length
character arrays. This approach would be typically used in established, well-
defined logistics environment..W

The next section contains general records which are used throughout the rest
of the data base. A general record labeled "box" is used to identify three-
dimensional entities, such as packages, cargo bays, etc. Again, in a fully-
developed system, a more complex three-dimensional structure will be needed.
Two additional records define date and time in DoD format.

The personnel section contains record definitions to identify and structure
the available manpower resources. The specific details include identification
of a specific person (an identification or Social Security number), skill
specification, current status, and a structure for creating task teams.
(Note that the data representation is given bottom-up. This is required by
the PASCAL programming structure.)

A similar set of records are used to identify the material moving equipment.
These records help to identify the specific units and provide fields to de-
scribe equip.nent capacity and capabilities, operator skill requirements, etc.
Again, provisions are available to group the equipment in resource pools.

- A set of records are used to identity the various tasks. In addition to faci-
lities for describing the current status of the task, other fields enable the
chaining of assigned task personnel and equipment. This particular task struc-
ture is needed in the dynamic logistics environment. Highly structured
languages, such as PASCAL, are particularly suitable for representing the
constantly changing environment. In older languages, such as FORTRAN, the
dynamic task representation is rather difficult and inefficient.

The next group of data records are supply oriented. These include data records

*for describing the requisition, inventory and packaged goods ready for trans-
portation. All of these records are of dynamic structure. This enables one to
easily handle variable length requisitions and the hierarchical data structures
res needed to describe contents of packages and containers. As such, they
easily support the data aggregation concept discussed previously and depicted
in Figure 31.

The following group represents the key logistics functional tasks, such as
packing, loading, transporting, unloading, and finally loading the ship.
All of these records are work-center oriented and fully support the dynamic

° chaining of personnel and equipment data.

The last set of records deal with the description of the physical facilities,
such as warehouses, docks, and ships. Here the hierarchical description capa-
bility is particularly important. These records support both the fixed and
the dynamic data representations. The fixed data represent the more permanent
physical features of the facilities, and the dynamic part provides a linkage to
assign the dynamic data that flow in the system. For example, a loaded con-
tainer is assigned to the loading dock, transportation vehicle, shipside dock,
and finally to a cargo bay within the ship. During this time the contents of
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the container remain fixed, but the assignment undergoes a change from one
center to another. ,.

Reviewing the data base design it is apparent that we are dealing with a rela-
tively complex structure which, nevertheless, can be represented in a highly
structured and hierarchical manner. It is also obvious using the integrated
approach that the data handling in the system can be simplified and the data
transfer made more reliable because there is less translation required from
one data format to another.

OR In a fully developed system the logistics problem description language and the P .r
standard data elements will play a major role in improving the overall effi-
ciency of the logistics system. The initial design presented in this report
should not be considered as final but only as an initial starting point
for the Phase II design.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

In this feasibility investigation emphasis was placed on developing a system
oriented approach to implementing logistics software on microcomputers. A
summary of conclusions reached at the completion of the Phase I effort
follows.*

Complexity

Military logistics systems are complex and costly to operate. The complexity
is caused in part by the large number of supplies carried and the availability
of different modes of transportation. It is further complicated by the multi-
echelon organization and the inherent communications problems. To provide
the required microcomputer support in this environment both centralized and
decentralized operation is needed. Thus, the analysts and support personnel .-..

: can operate independently and also have data communications access to other
logistics units. To deal with the overall complexity it is necessary to use
computer aided problem partition and decomposition techniques.

Algorithms and Logistics Models
Wp.

Many logistics oriented algorithms have been developed, validated, and imple-
mented on mainframe computers. A very recent catalog of the various
logistics models used in DoD environment is available from Defense Logistics
Information Exchange (DLSIE).[13] Majority of the models in this catalog have
been developed for mainframe computers, are batch oriented, and do not have
graphics support capabilities. Only a few special purpose logistics models

I specifically developed for microcomputers were listed in the DLSIE collection.

A representative sample of OR algorithms useful in logistics applications
- were selected and converted to microcomputer based PASCAL programs. The

resulting code was tested and evaluated with respect to code size, solution
accuracy, and execution time.

The conversion time to PASCAL was reasonable (1-2 days per well-documented
and validated algorithm). There were no conversion problems, except for
slight differences in some of PASCAL I/O statements and supporting utilities.
Addition of interactive capabilities to the basic algorithms also posed no
special problems. All of the basic algorithms were found to be reasonably
fast and flexible.

* Computer code sizes for the individual algorithms used in the evaluation
process are listed in Table 10. From an examination of this table it can
be concluded that it will be possible to have a number of basic algorithms
residing in memory at the same time. This capability will help to speed
up the optimization process and greatly improve the system response time
in complex iterative situations.
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TABLE10. Representative OR Algorithm Code Size

Algorithm Code Size in Bytes
- - - - - - - - -~~I - - - - - - - - - -

Revised Simplex 2,608
Dual Simplex 2,896
Ford-Fulkerson Transportation 2,032
Gomory Integer Programming 1,808
Balas 0-1 Integer Programming 2,432
Knapsack Reduction 2,832
Knapsack Approximation 1,840
Martello-Toth Knapsack Backtracking 3,792
Set Partition Reduction 5,216
Set Partition Implicit Enumeration 6,112
Dijkstra's Shortest Path 976
Pape, d'Esopo and Moore Shortest -Rath 816
Floyd's Shortest Path 1,072
Kruskal Minimum Spanning Tree 1,600
Prim Nearest Neighbor Spanning Tree 944
Maximum Flow 5,584

* Busacker's Minimum Cost Flow 1,952
Maximum Cardinality Matching (Pape-Conradt) 1,424
Branch and Bound Traveling Salesman 3,488 --

Traveling Salesman - Approximate Insertion 960
Traveling Salesman - Two-Edge Optimization 1,040
Traveling Salesman - Three Edge Optimization 1,632
Graph Coloring Ordering 2,480
Graph Coloring - Sequential Ordering with Insertion 5,776
Balas Network Scheduling 3,792
Tarjan's Strongly Connected Components 3,616

* Sharir's Strongly Connected Components 2,256
Interval Reduction 2,736
Queue Simulator (Numerical Output) 3,488
Queue Simulator (Color Graphics Output) 9,104

Note: Turbo Pascal 3.0 Compiler with 8087 support.
Above code sizes do not include data arrays.
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The accuracy obtained was as good as those reported previously for the
original mainframe based evaluations. This can be explained by the inherent
computational accuracy of the floating point processor (80-bit internal
data representation).

Time limitations prevented exhaustive testing and evaluation of the actual,%
algorithm solution times. The initial tests revealed that for problems
containing up to 20 variables (using the examples reported in literature),"',
the response time usually was under one minute. Since many of the OR %
algorithms selected are of an iterative type, the actual running time is ow
not only a function of the number of variables, but also of the actual
values of these variables. A more realistic running time evaluation
will be obained during the Phase II effort using some real logistics
data.

The initial evaluation proved that the transfer of well known algorithms
from a mainframe formulation to a microcomputer is feasible, and that the
solution times are acceptable for interactive environment for small or
medium size problems with no sacrifice in solution accuracy.

Further improvements can be expected after optimizing the algorithms
for microcomputer environment. No such optimization was attempted in
the initial effort.

Logistics Work Station (LWS)

The concept of a Logistics Workstation was modeled after the existing
Engineering Work Station (EWS). EWS concept has been used for a number of
years in engineering environment, particularly in computer design. An
extensive set developmenal tools are available to the user and provide
fast and reliable computational capability. Without these tools the

.* design of the complex VLSI circuits would not be possible.

The proposed LWS would provide a similar capability for the operations
research analyst and others involved in making complex logistics tradeoff
decisions. It must be noted that the proposed concept is in its initial
conceptual stage and that the actual LWS configuration will be somewhat . .1
different to take advantage of the rapid developments in the microcomputer
industry.

It is possible, however, to sketch general microcomputer requirements
- for a LWS:

286 or 68020 Microprocessor (386 in future)
8 ihz (or Higher) Clock Speed
High Speed Floating Point Processor
1 MByte Memory '...

Floppy Disk
20 Mvbyte Hard Disk
Color Graphics Support
High Resolution Color Monitor
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Printer
NCommunications Interface

Local Area Network Capability

To support comnput ing-intensive tasks, special purpose hardware accele-
lators could be developed. Again, in concept this would be similar to
the EWS approach.

The supporting software, in addition to Operating System and utilities,
would include the general purpose logistics software, as described earlier.
Present day Operating Systems do not have the capability to provide fast
and efficient multitasking capability. It is expected that these capa-
bilities will be available within a year or two.

Although the proposed concept is new in logistics environment, its success
in other fields make it particularly promising as a tool to reduce the
escalating logistics system operating costs.

Logistics Description Language (LDL)

The need for a formal language has been identified. This specific area has
not received any real attention and development effort in the past. As a
result logistics problems have to be described in an informal way, that is
subject to misinterpretation, and then converted manually to an input data
file. This process is not only error prone but also very labor intensive.
The proposed LDL concept would provide a formal way to describe the problem
and also permit the use of a compiler to convert the LDL description
automatically to an input file. Using this approach the error rate would
be reduced and a considerable saving in manual processing time obtained.

d. An additional benefit would be the capability to communicate the logistics
information in a formal way to other areas (design, procurement, etc.). "'
The CALS effort mentioned before is focused on the design and technical

*. data interface and covers only part of the logistics environment.

Again, this same concept has been applied very successfully in other areas.
Typical examples include computer language compilers, silicon compilers
(used in VLSI circuit layout), numerical machining languages, etc. The
opportunity to apply this concept to logistics is here.

Logistics Data Base Requirements

Military logistics data bases are very large and dynamic in nature. To
avoid costly data base search and data conversion, it is important that
these data bases be structured and standards established for individual
data records and elements. The same situation is experienced in other
areas dealing with high complexity, where a number of data base support
tools have been developed to deal with the complex environment. Again,
transfer and adaptation of these tools to the logistics environment is
feasible. An illustration of the data base design for the Ship Loading
Problem was discussed earlier in this report. The sample data base pre-
sented in Appendix B serves to illustrate how the dynamic part of the
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data base can be created using dynamic records linked via pointers.

Concepts such as data encoding and the use of differential files can
further reduce the actual storage requirements at some minimal sacrifice
in processing time.

User Interface Requirements

User interface is without doubt the most important issue in the logistics
9 software implementation on microcomputers. Without an efficient and

flexible interface the whole implementation project is doomed to a failure.

The key issues here is to provide a flexible support to a multitude of
S-users with different experience levels. The proposed approach is based

on separating the dialog part from the algorithm, so that the dialog can a., z.
be modified without having to modify the algorithm internally. This
approach has been implemented partially on a number of projects of a

.. highly interactive nature. The results have been very promising; no
apparent decrease in computer response was experienced, program development
time was decreased and the maintenance of the final program simplified.

The specific details of the user interface received an indepth coverage.
It was hoped that by specifying the interface requirements early and
by stressing their importance the problems caused by the conventional
approach, where the user interface is usually an afterthought, could be
eliminated.i
Solution Control

A feasible concept based on data flow analysis has been presented. This
particular concept has been used before in a different environment and will
require major modifications to adapt it to the logistics problem solving.
Specific modifications include interfacing with data base, solution
algorithms, and user dialog. Fortunately, the basic algorithm is flexible,
fast, and easy to extend to meet the solution control requirements.

The advantages of using this approach are numerous. Not only can it
provide problem iteration control and check on data availability but
it can also keep track of the individual program steps and control data
transfer between modules. As a result, the user is no longer required
to manually select the different algorithms and to continuously transribe "--
data from one format to another.

Applications Example

The Ship Loading Problem was used to illustrate the variety of OR techniques
needed in a practical logistics area. It also helped to show that the same

- OR algorithms are applicable in different areas after suitable interpretation
of the variables. Although the Ship Loading Problem covers only a small
part of the logistics operations, nevertheless, it demonstrates that the
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i . basic problems, such as resource allocation, scheduling, assignment, etc.,
occur in different environments and at different times. It is expected that
in the full LWS implementation a number of other algorithms will be added
to provide even more flexibility and computing power.I

RECOMMENDATIONS

* Based on the Phase I findings the development of a LWS appears feasible.
It is recommended that the following steps be taken:

" . 1. The full logistics environment should be reviewed to identify potential
applications of microcomputers, and algorithms needed to solve the
specific problems. (Table 10 shows some of the potential applications.)

2. The identified algorithms should be converted and optimized for use on
microcomputers.

3. The Logistics Description Language effort should continue to obtain a
complete description needed to describe all common logistics problems.

.' This task should be closely coordinated with the CALS effort to provide
efficient transfer of data from and to the design environment.

* 4. Logistics Data Base concept should be further extended to permit the
incorporation of other data elements needed in a full system.

5. The Solution Control concept should be further extended to include
capabilities needed to interface with the data base, solution algorithms,
and user dialog and fully implemented in an operational environment.

S. 6. A LWS prototype developed and demonstrated.

Accomplishment of the above will be the first step towards providing the
Plogistics analysts with similar work station capabilities enjoyed by

computer system analysts and designers.
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TABLE 1i. Areas of Computer Application in Logistics

a. Conceptual phase

Mission scenarios and profiles
Feasibility studies
Operational and maintenance concepts
Operations and support effectiveness factors
Establishing environmental criteria
Logistics planning

b. Advanced development phase

System analysis
System optimization
Synthesis and definition
Allocation of logistics requirements
Development of criteria for logistics supportability
Preliminary logistics support analysis

c. Detailed design and development phase

Detailed equipment design
Design liaison and logistics support services
Reliability and maintainability prediction
Utilizations of design aids
Logistic support analysis
Logistic provisioning data
Design review
Test and evaluation of equipment
Feedback and corrective action

d. Operational use phase

Operation and maintenance of equipment in the field
Accomplishment of special tests
Assessment of logistics support capability
Feedback and corrective action processing
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GLOSSARY

Constraints - Restrictions or key boundary conditions that impact the
overall capability, priority, and resources in system acquisition.

Design Parameters - Qualitative, quantitative, physical, and func-
tional value characteristics that are inputs to the design process,
for use in design tradeoffs, risk analyses, and development of a
system that is responsive to system requirements.

Facilities - The permanent or semipermanent real property assets
required to support the material system, including conducting I
studies to define types of facilities or facility improvements,
locations, space needs, environmental requirements, and equipment.
One of the principal elements of ILS.

Goals - Values, or a range of values, apportioned to the various -.

design, operational, and support elements of a system which are
established to optimize system requirements.

Integrated Logistic Support (ILS) - A disciplined approach to the
*. activities necessary to: (a) cause support considerations to be

integrated into system and equipment design, (b) develop support
requirements that are consistently related to design and to each
other, (c) acquire the required support; and (d) provide the -
required support during the operational phase at minimum cost.

Logistic Support Analysis (LSA)- The selective application of
scientific and engineering efforts undertaken during the acquisition
process, as part of the system engineering and design process, to
assist in complying with supportability and* other ILS objectives.

Manpower - The total demand, expressed in terms of the number of
individuals, associated with the system. Manpower is indexed by

" manpower requirements, which consist of quantified lists of jobs,
-" slots, or billets that are characterized by the descriptions of the

required number of individuals who fill the job, slots, or billets.

Manpower and Personnel - The identification and acquisition of
military and civilian personnel with the skills and the grade
required to operate and support a material system at peacetime and

. wartime rates. One of the principal elements of ILS.

Objectives - Qualitative or quantitative values, or range of values, PI
" apportioned to the various design, operational, and support elements

of a system which represent the desirable levels of performance.
Objectives are subject to tradeoffs to optimize system requirements..N

Optimization ,Models - Models which accurately describe a given w
system and which can be used, through sensitivity analysis, to

. determine the best operation of the system being modeled.
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Personnel - The supply of individuals, identified by specialty or
classification, skill, skill level, and rate or rank, required to
satisfy the manpower demand associated with the system. This supply

5. includes both those individuals who support the system directly
(i.e., operate and maintain the system), and those individuals who
support the system indiorectly by performing those functions
necessary to produce and maintain the personnel required to support
the system directly. Indirect support functions include recruit-
ment, training, retention, and development.

Provisioning - The process of determining and acquiring the range WE
and quantity (depth) of spares and repair parts, and support and
test equipment required to operate and maintain an end item of
material for an initial period of service.

Supply Support - All management actions, procedures, and techniques
required to determine requirements for, acquire, catalog, receive,

.- store, transfer, issue, and dispose of secondary items. This
includes provisioning for initial support as well as replenishment
supply support. One of the principal elements of ILS.

Supportability - The degree to which system design characteristics
and planned logistics resources including manpower meet system

* peacetime operational and wartime utilization requirements.

Support System - A composite of all the resources that must be
acquired for operating and maintaining a system or equipment
throughout its life cycle. 5
Tradeoff - The determination of the optimum balance between system

characteristics (cost, schedule, performance, and supportability).

Source: MIL-STD-1388-1A Logistic Support Analysis
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS

ADA DoD High Level Programming Language (R)
ALGOL High Level Programming Language
ASCII American Standards Code for Information Interchange
BASIC Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code ,-. -
BNF Backus-Naur Form :Z- zIE
B-TREE Data Storage Structure
CAD Computer Aided Design
CALS Computer Aided Logistics Support
CPM Critical Path Method
CP/M Digital Research Operating System for Microcomputers (R)
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
DLSIE Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange
DP Dynamic Programming
EWS Engineering Work Station
FORTRAN FORmula TRANslator (Programming Language)
GERT Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique
HOL Higher Order Language
1/O Input/Output
ILS Integrated Logistic Support
IP Integer Programming
LDL Logistics Description Language
LGP Linear Goal Programming
LP Linear Programming
LSA Logistic Support Analysis
LTK Logistics Tool Kit
LWS Logistics Work Station
MILSTAMP Military Standard Transportation and Movement Procedures
MSDOS Microsoft Operating System (R)
PASCAL Programming Language -",

PCDOS IBM Personal Computer Operating System (R)
PERT Program Evaluation and Review Technique
POL Problem Oriented Language
PROLOG PROgramming in LOGic (Programming Language)
SCC Strongly Connected Component (Topology)

- SPICE Electronic Circuit Analysis Program
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
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OR Classification: LINEAR PROGRAMMING .% .-

Program Name:

PSIMPLEX

Type:

General purpose

* ".. Algorithm: . .

Revised Simplex Algorithm

" Global Constants:

Number of constraints
Number of variables

Input: "- -

A - Left-hand-side coefficient array
B - Right-hand-side coefficient array (constraints)
C - Cost array

Output:

Nonfeasible (yes/no)
Unbounded (yes/no)
Optimal basic variables
Optimal value of objective function

-. Logistics Applications:

Optimal allocation of resources
' Investment planning

Inventory control
Staffing

Ship Loading Applications:

Assignment of material moving equipment and operators
Selection of goods for shipment
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OR Classification: LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

UProgram Name:
DSIMPLEX

Type:

qGeneral purpose linear programming

Algorithm: -:.-

Dual Simplex Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of constraints
Number of variables

IdA Input:

A - Left-hand-side coefficient array
B - Right-hand-side coefficient array (constraints)
C - Cost array

*Output:

Nonfeasible (Yes/No)
Unbounded (Yes/No)
Optimal basic variables
Optimal value of objective function

3Logistics Applications:

Optimal allocation of resources
Inventory control
Sensitivity analysis

Ship Loading Applications:

Assignment of material moving equipment and operators
Selection of goods for shipment

1..2
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OR Classification: TRANSPORTATION

Program Name:

TRANSPORT

- Type:

Transportation cost minimization

Algorithm:

Ford and Fulkerson Primal Dual Algorithm

Global Constants:

• Number of supply nodes Ilk
Number of demand nodes

Input: .

A-Array of supplies
B - Array of demands
C - Cost array (unit transportation costs)

Output:

Array of optimal shipping
Optimal shipping cost

*, Logistics Applications:

Transportation
Distribution
Allocation of resources
Assignment of personnel and equipment -1

. Communication network planning "
" Plant location

S.Ship Loading Applications:

Warehouse, transportation, and ship loading crew selection
., Assignment of material moving equipment
v Assignment of operators to equipment

1'
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OR Classification: GOAL PROGRAMMING

Program Name:a
LGP

Type:

Linear goal programming

Algorithm:

Dual Simplex Goal Programming Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of goal constraints
Number of decision variables
Number of priority levels

Input:

Left-hand-side coefficient array
Right-hand-side coefficient array (constraints)
Sign symbols (+,-)

Cost coefficient array

Outplit:

Nonfeasible (yes/no)
Unbounded (yes/no)
Optimal basic variables
Optimal value of objective function

Logistics Applications:

Optimal allocation of resources with different priorities
Multiple criteria decision making
Manpower planning

Ship Loading Applications:

Assignment of material moving equipment and operators
Selection of goods for shipment
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OR Classification: INTEGER PROGRAMMING

Program Name: V

GOMORY

Type: e

General purpose integer programming

Algorithm:

Gomory Cutting Plane Method

Global Constants:

Number of constraints
Number of variables

Input:

A - Left-hand-side coefficient array
B - Right-hand-side coefficient array (constraints)
C - Cost array

Output:

P Non-feasible (yes/no)
Optimal solution vector

Logistics Applications:

Optimal resource allocation where variables are constrained to
constants

Budgeting
Warehouse location
Line balancing

Ship Loading Applications:

Loading task scheduling
Operator scheduling
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OR Classification: INTEGER PROGRAMMING

Program Name:

BALAS

Type:

Zero - one integer programming

Algorithm:

Balas Additive Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of constraints OWL.,

Number of variables

Input:

A - Left-hand-side coefficient array
B - Right-hand-side coefficient array (constraints)
C - Cost array

Output:

Nonfeasible (yes/no)
Optimal solution vector

$ Optimum value of the objective function

Logistics Applications:
U

Resource allocation where variables are constrained to zero-one values
Facility location

" Ship Loading Applications:

Resource and task assignment -* .,-

• .
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OR Classification: KNAPSACK PROBLEM

Program Name:

KNAPRED

Type:

Bounded knapsack problem

Algorithm:

Knapsack Reduction Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of variables

Input:

P - Array of object profits
SW - Array of object weights

T - Total weight limit of the knapsack

Output:

Array of reducible arrays
Profit of the partial assignment
Optimum solution flag - indicates if the partial solution

is optimal

Logistics Applications:

Selection and loading of goods
Budget control

Ship Loading Applications:

Container loading
Cargo loading
Cargo selection
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OR Classification: KNAPSACK PROBLEM

Program Name:

KNAPAPPROX

Type:

Approximate heuristic solution

Algorithm:

Knapsack Approximation Algorithm

-- Global Constants:

Number of variables (objects) in the knapsack problem

Input:

P - Array of object profits
W - Array of object weights
T - Total weight limit of the knapsack

Output:

Solution vector
Profit of the solution obtained

Logistics Applications:

Selection and loading of goods
Budget control

Ship Loading Applications:

Container loading
Cargo loading
Cargo selection
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OR Classification: KNAPSACK PROBLEM

Program Name:

KNAPBACKTRACK

Type:

Exact enumeration

Algorithm:

Martello-Toth Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of variables (objects) in the knapsack problem

Input:

P-Array of object profits
W - Array of object weights
T - Total weight limit of the knapsack

Output:

Solution vector
Profit of the solution obtained

Logistics Applications:

Selection and loading of goods
Budget control

Ship Loading Applications:

Container loading
Cargo loading
Cargo selection

"..
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OR Classification: SET COVERING PROBLEM ot

Program Name:

SETPARTRED 
I

Algorithm:

Set Partition Reduction Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of elements in the base set r":

*L Number of subsets

Input:

" A - Array of 0-1 constraint matrix

* S - Array of family of sets

Output:

Nonfeasible flag (yes/no)
Optimality flag (yes/no)
Array of the reduced problem
Cost of the partial solution

Logistics Applications:

Crew scheduling
Delivery scheduling
Facility location

Ship Loading Applications:

Loading crew assignment and scheduling
Transportation crew assignment and scheduling

Transportation route scheduling
Pickup and delivery of goods

6.O
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OR Classification: SET COVERING PROBLEM

Program Name:

SETPARTBACKTRACK

Algorithm:

Implicit Enumeration Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of elements in the base set
Number of subsets

Input:

A - Array of 0-1 constraint matrix
S - Array of family of sets

Output: J
Nonfeasible flag (yes/no)
Optimality flag (yes/no)
Array of the reduced problem
Cost of the partial solution

Logistics Applications:

Facility location
Loading crew assignment and scheduling
Transportation crew assignment and scheduling
Transportation route scheduling

PPickup and delivery of goods

Ship Loading Applications:

Loading and transportation crew assignment and scheduling

131
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OR Classification: NETWORK

Program Name:

DIJKSTRA

,-. Type: .-

Shortest path algorithm

Algorithm: A

Dijkstra' s Algorithm

* Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

Input:

S - Source node
T - Sink node
W - Weight matrix of the network

Output:

Path flag (yes/no)
Shortest path distance array .

Logistics Applications:

Shortest path selection in transportation network
Fastest, most economical routing

* Personnel scheduling

Ship Loading Applications:

Material moving equipment routing
Operating crew scheduling
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OR Classification: NETWORK
-.'-'

Program Name: .j
U PDM

Type:

Shortest path algorithm

Global Constants:
pNumber of nodes in the network 1

Number of edges in the network

Input:

S - Source node
T - Sink node
W - Weight matrix of the network

Out put:

Path flag (yes/no)
Shortest path distance array

Logistics Applications:

. Shortest path selection in transportation network
Fastest, most economical routing
Personnel scheduling

Ship Loading Applications:

Material moving equipment routing
Operating crew scheduling

133.
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OR Classification: Network

Program Name:

FLOYD

Type:

Shortest path algorithm

-P Algorithm:

Floyd's Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

m .Input:

*" W - Weight matrix of the network ".

Output:

Negacycle flag (yes/no)
Shortest path distance matrix from every node to every other nodem Path matrix

Logistics Applications:

Shortest path selection in transportation network
Fastest, most economical routing
Personnel scheduling

-" Ship Loading Applications:

"* Material moving equipment routing
*: Operating crew scheduling
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OR Classification: NETWORK

Program Name:

KRUSKAL

Type:
* %. .'

Minimum spanning tree

Algorithm:

Kruskal' s algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network
Number of edges in the network

Input:

E - Edge matrix
W - Weight matrix of the network

- Output:

Connect flag (yes/no)

Minimum spanning tree matrix
Total weight of minimum spanning tree

Logistics Applications:

Communications network design
PFacility layout

Ship Loading Applications:

- Cabling layout for communications network
Packaging area layout in a warehouse

1, •135
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OR Classification: NETWORK

Program Name:

PRIM

Type:

Minimum spanning tree

Algrithm: "

Prim's Nearest-Neighbor Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

Input:

E - Edge matrix
W - Weight matrix of the network

Output:

Connect flag (yes/no - indicates if the network is disconnected)
Minimum spanning tree matrix
Total weight of minimum spanning tree

-. Logistics Applications:

Commmunications network design
Facility layout

Ship Loading Applications:

Cabling layout for communications system
. Packaging area layout

-
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-' OR Classification: NETWORK'.

Program Name:

q MAXFLOW .

Type:

Maximum flow problem

Algorithm: .V.

Malhotra, Kumar, and Maheshwari Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network .

Input:

Source nodes
Sink nodes
Array capacities of the edge

Output:

Array of max-flow pattern

Logistics Applications:

Transportation network optimization

Ship Loading Applications:

Transmission of information
Shipment of goods
Movement of people
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OR Classification: NETWRK' .

Program Name:

BUSACKACKER P.

*. Type:

Minimum cost flow problem

UAlgorithm:

Busacker and Gowen Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

Input:

Source nodes
Sink nodes
Cost matrix of the given network
Capacity matrix of the given network

Output:

Minimum cost flow pattern for the given network
Total cost

Logistics Applications:

Routing optimization: minimum driving time, minimum fuel consumption

Ship Loading Applications:

" Material handling vehicle routing with constraints

-4,:
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OR Classification: NETWORK o

Program Name:

MATCH

Type:

Maximum cardinality matching

Algorithm:

Pape-Conradt Algorithm

Global Constants:

* Number of nodes in the network
Number of edges in the network

Input:

Array of edges

Output:

Matched nodes
Number of unmatched nodes

Logistics Applications:

Assignment

Ship Loading Applications:

Assignment of personnel to tasks

Assignment of operators to equipment
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-.,' OR Classification: NETWORK

Program Name:

BABTSP

Type:

Traveling Salesman Problem -p :
Algorithm:

Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

Input:

Array of nodes ' '

Weight matrix of the given network

Output:

Array of optimal route
Total weight of the route

Logistics Applications:

Transport routing

Ship Loading Applications:

Vehicle routing

" 
S

r
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OR Classification: NETWORK

Program Name:

FITSP

Type:

Traveling Salesman Problem

Algorithm:

Approximate Farthest Insertion Algorithm

- Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

Input:

Starting node
Array of nodes
Weight matrix of the given network

Output:

Traveling salesman route
Total weight of the route

Logistics Applications:

Transport routing

Ship Loading Applications:

Vehicle routing
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OR Classification: NETWORK

Program Name:

TWOOPT

Type:

Traveling Salesman Problem

Algorithm:

Two-Edge Optimization Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

Input:

Starting node
Array specifying the initial traveling salesman route
Weight matrix of the given network

Output:

Traveling salesman optimal local route
Total weight of the route

- Logistics Applications:

Routing improvement

Ship Loading Applications:

Vehicle routing improvement

,. .-
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OR Classification: NETWORK

Program Name:

THREEOPT

Type: ,,

Traveling salesman problem

Algorithm:

Three-Edge Optimization Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of nodes in the network

Input:

Starting node
Array specifying the initial traveling salesman route
Weight matrix of the given network

Output:

Traveling salesman optimal local routeM Total- weight of the route

Logistics Applications:

Routing improvement

Ship Loading Applications:

Vehicle routing improvement

.4
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OR Classification: GRAPH COLORING

Program Name:

ORDER

Algorithm:

Color Ordering Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of vertices to be colored

Input:

Graph
Smallest-first or largest-first ordering flag

Output:

Ordering of vertices of the graph

Logistics Applications:

Assignment and scheduling

Ship Loading Applications:

Optimal schedule of tasks in man-machine environment

144
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. -OR Classification: GRAPH COLORING

- Program Name:

SEQCOL

Algorithm:

Simple Sequential Ordering Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of vertices to be colored

Input:

Graph
Array of vertice ordering in the graph

Output:

Array of vertex colors

Logistics Applications:

Assignment and scheduling

Ship Loading Applications:

Optimal schedule of tasks in man-machine environment
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OR Classification: GRAPH COLORING

Program Name:

SEQINT

Algorithm:

Sequential Ordering Algorithm with Interchange

Global Constants:

Number of vertices to be colored

Input:

Graph

Array of vertice ordering in the graph

Output: j
Array of vertex colors

Logistics Applications:

Assignment and scheduling

Ship Loading Applications:

Optimal schedule of tasks in man-machine environment

-:-* .4.:
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OR Classification: SCHEDULING

Program Name:

NSCHED

Type:6

Network scheduling

Algorithm:

* Balas Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of activities
Number of arcs in the network

Input:

Initial ordering of nodes
• -Array of processing times

Output:

Topological ordering of nodes
Array of earliest possible starting time
Number of feasible networks generated by the procedure

Logistics Applications:

pTask scheduling

Ship Loading Applications:

Loading task scheduling where precedence contraints exist

•9 97" t• ,--j
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OR Classification: SCHEDULING

Program Name:

LEVELSCHED

Type: .2.

Network scheduling

Algorithm:

Hu's Modified Level Scheduling Algorithm

Global Constants:

. Number of machines which can be used

- Number of tasks in the system

Input:
t.

Precedence constraints

Output:

Array of schedule times

I Logistics Applications:

Flow job shop scheduling

Ship Loading Applications:

P Loading task scheduling

148
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OR Classification: GRAPH

Program Name:

TARJAN

Type:

Strongly connected components

Algorithm:

Tarjan's Algorithm for Directed Graphs

Global Constants:

Number of vertices
Number of edges

Input:

Graph of system components

Output:

Array of all strongly connected components

S Logistics Applications:

Large problem analysis to identify loops (circuits)

Ship Loading Applications:

Problem partition and control

149<
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OR Classification: GRAPH

Program Name:

SHARIR

Type:

Strongly connected components

Algorithm:

Sharir's Algorithm for Directed Graphs

Global Constants:

Number of vertices
Number of edges

Input:

Graph
Entry node

Output:

List of roots of strongly connected components in their reverse
postorder and a map. of nodes for each strongly connected component
in reverse postorder

Logistics Applications:

Large problem analysis

Ship Loading Applications:

'" Data flow analysis
•. Problem solution control
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OR Classification: QUEUEING

Program Name:

QUESIM

Type:

Queueing simulation

Algorithm:

Numerical solution of differential equations using Runge-Kutta algorithm

a: Global Constants:

Number of system states Ilk
Number of transition arrows

Input:

Transition graph
Intial state probabilities

Output:

State probabilities as functions of time

Logistics Applications:
'S...;-

Waiting line analysis St
Service efficiency

Ship Loading Applications:

Congestion at loading docks
Service efficiency in warehouse, transportation, and loading operations
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OR Classification: GRAPH

Program Name:

INTERVAL

Type:

Interval search

Algorithm:

Modified Tarjan's Algorithm

Global Constants:

Number of vertices
" Number of edges

Input:

Graph
Entry header

Output:

List of intervals in processing sequence

Logistics Applications:

Large problem solution control

Ship Loading Applications:

Data flow analysis
Problem solution control
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SDATA BASE DEFINITION**

TYPE

U (*** DESCRIPTORS **

pident =string[2O]; (part/material identifier)

pk ident = string[20]; (package identifier)
c ident =string(1O]; {container identifier)
t-ident = string[1l0i; (task identifier)
s ident =stringllO; (ship identifier)
wh ident =string[1O1; (warehouse identifier)
wc-ident =string[SII; (work center identifier)
1_ident =string[51; (location designator - A/N]
descr = stringl2Ol; (general descriptor)

unit -id = string[51; (material unit)

cust id = string[20); (customer identifier)

* (*~* GENERAL **

box =record (package physical size)
width :integer;
height :integer;
depth :integer;

end;

*coord =record (location coordinates)
xly integer;

end;

m date
record (military date record)

yy,mm,dd arraytJ...2) of char; .*-

end;

rn time
record

hh,mm,ss array(l. .2] of char (24-hour military clock)
end;

(**PERSONNEL **

pers-ident =stringll20]; (personnel identification)

*p__ status =(p__vail,pbusy,p_nonavail); (personnel status)

skilljitr ^ pskill;

p_skill=
record (personnel skill)

skill id string[lO];
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next skillptr;
end;

person = record (basic personnel record)
pers id : pers_ident;
status : p_status;
skill :p_skill;

end;

pers-resources =lEpersrecord (total assigned personnel)

assign -person
end;

{*** EQUIPMENT ***)

equip ident = string[20; (equipment identification)

e status = (eavail,e-busy,e_repair); (equipment status)

etype = (truck, lift, crane); (equipment type)

e~capab =
record (equipment capacity)
volume box;
weight real;
speed real;
range real;

end;

e_ptr = equipment;

equipment ;
record {basic equipment record)
equipid : equip_ident;
kindof : e type;
operator : p__skill; [operator skill requirements)
status : e_status;
capab : e_capab;
next : e_ptr

end;

eq_resources =
record (total assigned equipment)
assign ^equipment;

end;

"." ( *** TASK ....

t status - (active, suspended, completed);
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1' . ,

clock : record
date : m date;
time : mtime

end;

t ptr ^task; (task pointer - queue link)

task record (basic task record)

task id : t ident;
t-start : clock; (date/time)

t-stat : t status; (current task status)

t descr : descr;
t-loc : 1_ident; (work center)

t_pers : person; (assigned personnel)

t_equip : ̂ equipment; {assigned equipment)

next-task : ̂ t_ptr;
end;

.*** REQUISITION ***.

p rating O..15; (priority rating)

itemptr ^ "item; {item link)

item = record (line item in requisition)

line no : integer;
partid : p_ident;
qty : integer;
unit : unitid;
next : itemptr;

end;

requisition
record (basic requisition)

items : ̂ item;
priority : prating;
date : m date;
to loc : coord;
customer cust id;

end;

.... INVENTORY ***-

inv_rec =

record (basic inventory record)

partid : p_ident;

qty : integer;
unit : unitid;
whseid : 1 ident;

end; j
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icp record (inventory control point)
inv invrec

end;

part record {part specification)
part id : p_ident;
weight : real;
size : box;

end;

whse. "mv
record (locator)
partid : p_ident;
loc_id : coord;
qty : integer;

end;

-*** PACKAGING ***.

pack_ptr pack;

pack = record (package)
pack-id : pk_ident;
ppart : part;
qty : integer;

end;

container capacity =
record (container specification)
contid : c ident;

p size : box;
weight : real; (max weight limit)

end;

cont-ptr = ^filledcontainer;

filledcontainer =

record
contid : c_ident;
priority : prating;
size : box;
weight : real; (actual container weight)
customer : custid;
nextpack :packptr;

next-container :cont_ptr;
end;

packagingarea =
record (packaging area specification)

ident 1_ident;
where coord
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end; . .

packaging_pool = -
record (packaging resources)

pool id : wc ident;
area : packagingarea;
wppers : person;
wp equip : equipment;

end;

packagingtasks=
record (active tasks in warehouse)

p_task ^task
end;

(*** LOADING ***.

loading-pool
record (loading resources)
poolid : wcident;
pers : person;
equip : ̂ equipment;

end;

loadingtasks =

record (active tasks in warehouse)
I task : ̂ task;
1_containers : ^filledcontainer;

end;

{*** TRANSPORTATION ***}
transportpool ""-

record [ transportation resources)

pool id : wcident;
tp_pers : person;
tpequip ^equipment;

end;

transport tasks =
record (active transportation tasks)
t tasks : task; A%

t_load ^filledcontainer; "*"
end;

{*** DOCK UNLOAD ***)

[.ll dockPool =
record (dock resources)

dock id wcident;
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dpers ^person;

dequip A equipmnent;
end; 

1

dock tasks
record (active unloading tasks)
d task ~task;

N.containers ~filled container;
Q. end;

(**SHIP LOAD **

shipjpool
record (ship loading resources)

ship-id :wc-ident;
spers : person;
sequip : equipment;

end;

ship tasks
record (active ship loading tasks)
s task ^task

end;

(**WAREHOUSE

whse bay-
record (warehouse bay location)

ident :1_ident;
location :coord

end;

warehouse=
record (warehouse specification)
whse id wh ident;
location coord;
w bays '^whse bay;

end;

warehouses
record (available warehouses)
whses ^warehouse

end;

(**DOCK **

dock-area
Lrecord (dock area specification)

ident :1_ident;
size :box; 5
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area loc coord
end;

dock record (dock specification)
ident 1_ident;
dock loc coord;
d_areas ^dock area

end;

q loading docks
record [loading dock specification)

dock ^dock
end;

unloading docks =
record (unloading dock specification)

dock ^dock
end;

(*** SHIP ***'

cargo bay =

record (cargo bay specification)
location : coord;
volume : box;
contents : ^filledcontainer; (cargo bay contents)

end;

ship-ptr ^ship; (ship link)

ship = record (ship specification)
ship_loc : coord;
load : real; [actual weight) -

c areas : cargo bay
end;

" ~cargo fleet "'"
record (cargo fleet specification)

-ships ^ship
end;
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DIALOG MODULE IMPLEMENTATION
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DIALOG MODULE IMPLEMENTATION

This appendix contains an illustration of the details of implementation
associated with the practical tasks of planning and programming dialog
modules in an interactive enviroment.

The specific illustration is taken from the Teleorder Program developed
by DAINA for use in telemarketing applications. Since this application
is highly communications oriented, it will serve to illustrate many of
the concepts mentioned in Section 111.6...

This specific example deals with the operations associated with a customer
record. The record contains 5 fields; its format is shown below:

Name (25 characters)
Street Address (30 characters)
City (20 characters)
State (2 characters)

ft ZIP (5 integers)

In the actual implementation, the name field is further subdivided with the
record containing additional information. These details are not necessary
to illustrate the approach and will not be further explained here.

There are a number of dialog oriented activities associated with this record:

I. Creating the original record
2. Displaying the record .k ;
3. Editing the record
4. Confirming the accuracy of the record

Each of these cases will be considered separately.

1. CREATING THE ORIGINAL RECORD

Using the proposed concept of partition and hierarchical decomposition this
case is handled as follows:

First, the processing module is examined to determine the best partitioning.
The objective is to separate all of the dialog oriented actions from the
process module. In this particular case the simplest partition can be obtained
by issuing from the process module a GetCustomer dialog procedure call.
The dialog module then handles all of the interactive details and after
completion returns to the process module the results of the dialog -- either
a new customer record or an indication that the call was not successful.

Next, a detailed dialog tree is prepared for the particular module. This treeris illustrated in Figure B-I. The top line contains the name of the main
dialog module, in this case Get Customer. The top level of the dialog
module may also issue information to the user; for example, Creating Customer
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Record.

The actual data record is then examined and further decomposed. In this parti-
cular case, it is subdivided into five submodule calls, one for each of the
fields. This decomposition results in the second level hierarchy - GetName,
GetStreet, etc. Further examination of the record structure reveals the type
of the field (alpha, numeric, etc) and the specific field dimensions. This
decomposition yields the third level where calls to record field processing
procedures are issued.

The procedure call, AField('Name',25), is further processed. The first
• .variable in the parameter list is used to create an informative prompt for the

user, and the second variable is used to issue a call to read a character
string not exceeding 25 characters in length.

Other fields are then processed in a similar manner. In the tree diagram, the
branches are processed from top to bottom and from left to right. Each field
is completed before the next field.

At the initial examination this process may appear overly complex and possibly
• 'not very efficient. There are, however, advantages to this approach:

Programming is considerably simplified. Procedures at the bottom level - :
will often be used. For example, the Read String (RString) and Read
Integer (RInteger) will appear in almost every record. These procedures are
not simple; they have to process the character strings originating
from the user that may exceed the specified data field length or contain
characters (backspace, control characters, etc.) which must be further
edited to obtain a clean field value. These read instructions must be able
to know from where the information is originating and to select the proper
communications channel. They must also know the characteristics of the
originating source in order to translate these characters, if necessary, to
the system format.

Thus, on further examination, it soon becomes apparent that the proposed
approach can handle interactive computing situations without the need for
loading different versions of the main program.

A further explanation may be in order. In a multiuser environment, it would
be naive to expect that every user would have the same type of terminal or
personal computer. Since these terminals have varying characteristics,
considerable amout of reformatting is necessary since the line length may be .
24, 40, 64, 80, 128, or some other number of characters. The same also ...-

applies to the number of lines per screen. The number of possible
combinations soon becomes astronomical. It is, therefore, important to do
all the necessary conv,-rsion on the fly by reference to the user

*. profile file which is normally used to store user terminal characteristics.

2. DISPLAYING CUSTOMER RECORD

This case is illustrated in Figure B-2. The sequence of operations follows
the same ground rules as discussed above. The field name information is used
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to make the display more readable.

Again, at the lowest level, there is considerable repetition in procedure
*calls meaning that the variety of the lower level procedures will not in-

crease exponentially.

3. EDITING CUSTOMER RECORD

This case is illustrated in Figure B-3. The DisplayCustomer procedure
detailed above is used to display current information. SelectRecordField
procedure displays the options. User can select a specific field at a time
and supply the new values. Note that the individual field input procedure
calls are the same that were illustrated in Figure B-I.

4. CONFIRMING CUSTOMER RECORD ACCURACY

Another dialog level can be easily introduced where confirmation of record
accuracy is needed. In this scheme, illustrated in Figure B-4, the current
data is displayed and then the user is queried about the accuracy. If there
are errors, then the editing dialog is called.

5. COMMENTS

Initially it may seem that there is a paradox in the proposed approach because
of the dialog module separation and the multilevel structure. In reality there
are major savings not only in interactive program development time, but even
greater savings in program maintenance time. The separation of the dialog from
the process modules also permits fine tuning the dialog without affecting the
operation of the process modules.

In the development of the Teleorder Program use of partitioning permitted the
development of a single program able to support operation in local, remote, and
in test mode by controlling only the i/o operations.

There are numerous applications of this approach in the proposed Logistics
Work Station. These include the dialogs not only for input, output, and

. editing operations, but also for controlling the display modes, selecting the
solution options, and specifying the report formats.

It is also easy to incorporate other modes of dialog. In the above example,
the input sequence was linear, of the type normally encountered in simple
system environments. A different dialog could be developed, for example, to
support full screen operation. Since the dialog modules are separate from the

• .main prograr., the switching of the dialog modes could be either under user
control or it could be controlled by the user profile file.
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